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e.: The commissioner is
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estate and make a re-
the court, where it is
property will all then
told and proceeds do-
ig the heirs.
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•essed Brick company
factor Thomas Bridges
aimed dye from Bridges
e Evansv ilk company
the re-construction im-
ong South Third street.
on of Harrison vs. Sum-
ismissed without preju-
inies were ordered dis-




eph Gorgan's office, was
in examiner for this
e court.
lant requested the court
)e suit of the Common-
;mucky ogainst the Chi-
lois and New Orleans,
Kral) railroad, wherein
defendant for property
d due The state. The
is instituted against the
Auditors Agent Frank
. L. Harper was named
as the attorney to Tepee-
defendant in the suit of
idolph, administrator of
Thompson, against Mrs.
Our. Mrs. Wilbur is
Mrs Thompson who
r. The daughter was
lstratrix of the estate, but
6y from 'here, did not re-
Founty court the business
ed for the estate. She
I do AO, but paid no at-
le 6rder, so Judge Light-
) the latter removed the
d made administrator of
dolpb, who. now sues
for a settlement of mat-
into her hands while she
dismissed without prtiu-
ion of Annie B. Scott,
ix of James Scott, against
Central railroad. Scott
an in the I C. yards at
was killed by an engine.
now sues for $25,000
The court overruled the plaintiff's
motion for a new trial of the suit of
BoA
Fanny Prince against the Illinois
Central. The plaintiff then appealed
to the higher court. 'Fanny Prince
was knocked from trestle north of
the Union depot to ground thirty
feet below and was badly injured.
She sued fir damages, but lost on
trial, and now appeals. Mrs. Joe
Prince was on the trestle with her
at the time, and died from her in-
jories.,
There was set aside the order sub
nutting to the court for decision the
suit of D. E. Chopson against thc
Foreign Woolen Mills company,
wherein plaintiff sues defendant for
rent.
Suita Filed.
Mary Paschal filed suit in the cir-
cuit court yesterday for divorce in
the suit of Pete Paschal. They
married December 23rd, 1884 at
Mayfield and she claims he deserted
her May isth, 1900. She says he
1.as been guilty of cruelty, often
beating, cursing and wrongfully ac-
cusing her of immorality. She asks
to be restored to her maiden name
of Mary Higgins.
Lost Furnishings.
J. W. Burton for A. E. Haines
filed suit against the Illinois Cen-
toil railroad yesterday for $23969.
February lath, two, Mrs. Haines
shipped from Madison, Wis., to
Burton in this city some household
furniture over the I. C. The goods
Lave been lost, never arriving here,
and now suit is filed for recovery of
money equal to value of the articles.
Detective's Suit
There was lodged yesterday with
Judge Lightfoot in the quarterly
court copies of all city ordinances,
including creation of office, time for
which they were elected, their dis-
missal, etc The transcripts are for
use in the suit of Detective T. J.
Moore against the city of Paducah,
plaintiff contending the authorities
have no right to relieve him of ser-
vice until the first of next year, hav-
ing been elected for twelve months.
The judge is now going over the
documents and will decide this case
in a few days
Clerk Office Closed.
On account of yesterday being a
national holiday, Decoration Day,
the county clerk's office was closed
in the afternoon, but the balance of
the quarters at the courthouse were
open, transacting business as usual.
Judge Back.
Judge Lightfoot returned yesterday
morning at o'clock from Frankfort
where he hss been for several days
past on beeiress.
Rogers Acquitted
Yesterday in the court of jtestice
Charles Emery John Rogers was
acquitted of 'the charge of attempt-
inog to shoot his father-ni-law, G. F.
Remit*. last Friday at their flame on
the sarne farm in the Meow sec-
tion of the county. The evidence
developed the fact that Rogers' colt
was cut in the side, and he and his
father-in-law got into an argument,
the former contending Renick's mule
kicked the colt. Rogers got his gun,
when hie wife and child caught bold
of him, and he fired in the air to
prevent 'hitting him. He did not
!shoot at th;s father-in-law. The court
diemiseed Rogers oft tOhie charge, and
then the breach of the peace war-
rant against him was withdrawn.
Continued For Witness.
Justice Emery again continued the
beach of the peace charge against
J. S. Nolen, in order edri wait until
witness.
in Saw In a Dream
Her Husband Crushed to Death
, May 30.—In a vision
i
cays was startlingly real-
Mattie Blatk, widow of
k, who was killed in the
Nashville wreck at
Hill streets, this city,
y, saw he r husband
death by the terrific im-
cars, and left before the
hed her that she had been
the awrtil crash.
.k was visiting at the
r. and- Mrs. Picks, in
g, when she experienced
Some time during .Satur-
he awoke with the sense
and in a sort of trance
'ul crash between the car
tr husband was llt passen-
freight cars on the' sid -
vision impressed her so
that she could not sleep
idering the remainder of the night,
land at the breakfast table on Sun-
day morning she told her hosts what
she had seen.
"My husband will be killed in a
collision on the Louisville & Nash-
ville railroad tomorrow," she said,
impressively. "My uncle, W. W.
Sawyer, will bring the message to
me, but I will know it long befor he
does."
Mr. and Mrs. Picks laughed at
Mrs. Black's fear, and for a time
half-persuaded hed to believe the
she was wrong in placing any faith
in the dream.
On Monday morning Mr. W. W.
'Sawyer, who was at Corbin, Ky.,
when the news of the wreck reached
that place telegraphed Mrs. 'Black at
Williamsburg that her husband had
been killed in the disaster.
ROOF PUBLIC WORKS RED
HOT AFTER STREET CONTRACTORS
SOUTHERN- BITULITHIC COMPANY AND BRIDGES 
AND
SON ORDERED TO PUSH THE WORK AT ONCE OR THE
CITY WILL TAKE CHARGE OF IT AND COMPLETE IT A
T
EXPENSE OF CONTRACTO S.—BID OF BRIDGES R
EJECT-
ED BECAUSE TOO'SLOW WITH WORK NOW ON HA
ND.
Yesterday afternoon the board of
public works went after the street:
contractors without gloves and read
the riot act to them for the slaw pro-
gress and continual delay of the work
on Kentucky avenue and 'Jefferson
*eat. The sirouble broke out at
the opening of the meeting when
the representative of the Southern
Bittilithic company asked indulgence
on replacing some of the bad) curb-
ing and guttering on Broadway, and
was informed that if his company
did not do the work at once that the
city would take it in charge. While
the subject was up he was asked
some very pointed questions as to
the delay on Kentucky avenue and
when he said he would be glad if
the city would spur tio the sub-con-
tractors, Robertson & Garner, who
have the sewer woric, the fire-works
began . It was pointed out that the
city had a contract with his firm and
did not propose to look after its
agents and sub-contractors, and that
if the company was not capable of
having the work done that the city
would take charge of the entire con-
tract and complete it at the chst of
the company, and a communication
was ordered ackhressed to the com-
pany to that effect.
The Bridges company engaged in
laying the sidewallcs were given ,to
understand that they must at once
take steps to provide sufficient ma-
terial to complete 'that work, as the
board will tolerate no more delays.
A letter was received by the board
from the Sanitary Street Flushing
Machine company of St. Louis, which
concern said they learned the city of
Paducah wanted to buy a flushing
street cleaning machine, and that
they were in the market. They
agreed to send a machine here for
trial upon the streets, furnish an ex-
pert to operate it for the board of
works, and then if it did not prove
satisfactory, the board could send it
back to St. Louis, without a cent of
cost to the Paducah officia4s. If the
outfit proves satisfactory and the
board of works wants to buy it, the
company will sell for $1,000, terms
to be agreed upon. After the prop-
osition was read, the board of works
ordered it accepted, because after the
machine is used it can be returned
to the factory at no cost of the city,
provided it does not prove satisfac-
tory. This will make two of this
kind' of machines lo be tested here,
as two weeks ago the board of works
accepted the proposition of another
ccmcens which agrees to send its
flusher here, with an expert to
run it, and then let the board return
it if it does not prove satisfactory,
the only expense attached being the
freight charges for shipping here and
back.
There was filed the contract Engi-
neer John W. Holmes of the water-
works company made with the auth-
orities to draw the plans for en-
largement of the city lighting plant.
He is to get $too for the prelimi-
(Continued on Page Two.)
SALOON BOUNDRY ORDINANCE
SHALL NOT BE SMOTHERED
NUMBER OF ALDERMEN SAY
IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT
THE BOARD WILL NOT
STAND FOR THE SHELVING
OF THE ORDINANCE.
Will Not Accept the Midnight Clos-
ing Ordinance in Lieu of the Other
Though U the Closing Ordinance
Is Passed Will Insist on Passage
of the Bounrdary Ordinance.
It is understood, so say several
city authorities, that the aldermanic
board does not intend to stand for
the "shelving" of the ordinance ord-
eied brought in for adoption, stipulat-
ing boundaries inside which saloons
can exist in this city. There is con-
siderable feeling among the legisla-
tors regarding the action and quite a
fight is on.
One city authority yesterday said
that they had months since decided
to establish boundaries outside which
grogshops should n,ot flourish. The
object is to weed out the suburban
grogshops that are objectionable to
the residence neighborhood& The
boundaries were decided upon and
ordinance ordered brought in, and
about this time the brewery deal was
negotiated by some republicans. This
RESIDENT ED. N
official in question said that then
there seemed to become lost the
boundary ordinance, and instead one
bobbed op requiring the saloons to
be dosed at midnight and be kept
closed until 5 o'clock in ithe morn-
ing. He said he had nev& heard of
any suggestion that an ordinance of
this nature be brought in, and that
he and others intend to do all in
their power against it, but that if it
did go through, they would see that
the boundary ordinance becomes a
law also.
One alderman yesterday said that
he was elected by the respectable
element of this city and he expected
to abide by their wishes, and will
not be dictated to by a coterie of re-
publican alleged leaders interested
in business projects that would be
enhanced by non passage of the
boundary and other ordinances. He
continued that he had talked with
others of his board and they each
expressed surprise that the boundary
bill seemed to be hid away, and that
from some source came a midnight
closing law, aboot which none of
them knew anything or had heard it
even mentioned until its coming pre- •
sentation was announced in the after- iEminent Agri'culturist to Be Here
WANDERING CHILD.
Little Child of Mrs. Rhodes Caused HARDWARE HOUSE
Considerable Uneasiness.
Last evening about dark the lit-
tle child, of Mrs. Rhodes of Thir-
teenth and Trimble streets wandered
away from home, and for a while
caused great uneasinees to the an-
xious household which could not lo-
ci:cue it. Finally he child was found





and returned safely to its mother.
SOCIAL BREVITIES.
Miss Whitefield and Others Enter-
tain at Their Homes.
SCOTT CONTINUES WHOLESALING
, IWORK STARTED ON THE NEW
Miss Kathreen Whitefild of Sev- I SAW MILL TO BE ESTAB-
enth and Kentucky avenue entertains
with a luncheon at 4 o'clock this LISHED Et
Y SHERILL-KING
afternoon, complimentary to Miss • COMPANY.
Hentieta Koger'a house party.
This afternoon the Sans Souci
dab will be entertained by Miss Hal-
lie Hisey at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Lillian:1i Sanners,  of South Sixth
complimentary to Miss Koger 3
guests.
The Entre Notts club will be en-




Nashville, Texan., May t3o.—Mid-
night—after a day of speeches and
appointment of committees the
Democrats state convention ad-
journed at 11:30 without accomplish- I
ing anything but the election of J. C.
Eroadford as temporary chairman. It
is thought nomination for governor
will be made early tomorrow (Thurs-
day) morning.
HAS NOT RETIRED.
Brickwork Completed on the Roy L.
Culley Clothing Building—Other
Commercial ,Ntws.
By Mistake Rev. Perryman Was Ac-
credited With Retiring.
Unintentionally it was stated yes-
terday tharkey. C. E. Perryman had
ietired from active ministerial work,
but it was erroneous, as he has not,
his name becoming confused with
the other reverend gentleman who
has rtired from the ministry and en-
gaged ip business.
Paducah Man Fined.
The Cairo papers say that I. W.
Holcomb of Paducah, and Sophia
Morgett, a lewd woman of Cairo,
have been arrested there on com-
plaint of Holcomb's wife, and the
man fined $5, and woman $5o. Hol-
comb went there to work as barten-
der and was followed by his wife,
who claims he was associating with
the Morgett femal:, and Capt. Egan
had them arrested.
Looking For Boys.
Last Saturday Clarence Long and
Clifton Anderson of Rossington, left
home for a pleosure trip to Joppa.
Ill., through Paducah, and not .re-
turning home that night their parents
fear something happened them, and
Contsable Martin was here looking
for the boys.
Mrs. Nola Brake and daughters
have returned from Bardwel.
This morning articles of incorpor-
ation will be filed by the -Louis W.
Heneberger company," which is a
newly organized hardware concern
that will engage in business here by
purchasing the retail depariltent of
the Scott Hardware company, one of
the largest establishnrents in this
portion of the state.
The new company capitalizes at
$to,000, divided into shares of $too
each, and subscribed for in part as
follows by the incorporators; Louis
W. Henneberger, 30 shares; John W.
Agnew, ten shares; Henry Heneber-
ger, to shares; James Sisk, 5 shares.
The other stockholders are not
enumerated in the incorporating
articles, which stipulate that the
company will do a general hardware
business.
Mr. Louis W. Henneberger has
been engaged in the hardware busi-
ness all his life, and is reaarded as
one of the most thorough men in
this line to be found anywhere. For
years he was with the George 0.
Hart concern of this city and grew
up in the business. For a number of
years past he has been one of the
leading traveling .saeetspan for the
mammoth Simmons concern of St.
Louis, but of recent months has been
;engaged in the jobbing business with
this line at Chicago. lie now comes
back herb to locate.
*The Messrs. Scott have built up a
mammoth wholvalei4e business, and
desiring to dispose of the retail de-
partment in order to devote their
entire time to the wholesale branch,
have sold the eetail store to the
new Henneberget eoncern that takes
charge June tith. The retail store
will be continued at its present loca-
tion on Broadway between Fourth
and Fifth streets by the new owners,
while the Messrs. Scott continue us-
ing the second and third floors, to-
gether with their big wars/woe ea
North Fourth near Jefferson for the
wholesale department.
Mr. James Sirk has for years been
with the Hart hardware establish-
ment, but shortly resigns and he and
Mr. Heneherger will have charge of
the IlleW store. Both beingprominent,
progressive men, the big retail busi-
(Continued on Poge Five. )
noon Sun, stockholders of which are
interested in the brewery.
FROM BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
HE YESTERDAY MORNING PUT HIS RESIG
NATION IN THE
HANDS OF MAYOR YEISER WHO WILL 
SHORTLY AC-
CEPT AND LATER SELECT THE OFFICIAL 
TO SUCCEED
THE RETIRING MEMBER WHO BECOMES 
DISQUALIFIED
BY VIRTUE OF MOVING FROM CITY TO 
COUNTY.
Yesterday morning President E.
Noble, of the board of public works,
placed his resignation in the hands
of Mayor Yeiser, who will select his
successor within the next week, and
make announcement of the coming
appointment. Time mayor has not
yet accepted the profferred resigns-
hon, and is loath to do so on ac-
count of the great loss the board will
sustain by the president stepping Out.
Mr. Noble resigns because he it
about to become a citizen of the
County, and no longer a resident of
the city. He will move to the hand-
some residence he is now completing
just ,thi side of Wallace park, and
several blocks outside the municipal
Limits of Paducah.
The law requires city officials
to reside within the corporate
therefore removal of the
present president to the county dis
qualifies him from further service
upon the board, the circumstances
surrounding his case being the same
as those regarding Mr. Saunders
Fowles., former secretary of the
board, who had to step out when he
Moved some months ago to his home
opposite that Of Mr. Noble.
Mayor Yeieer, th5 other memoers
of the board of works, and the au-
(Continued on Page Two.)
During the Week of Chautauqua
LECTURES ON "(3.00D ROADS" WILL BE DELIVERED BY
HON. SAMUEL LANCASTER WHO IS CONSULTING ENG-
INEER FOR THE AGRICULT URAL DEPARTMENT OF THE
UNIED STATES GOVERNMENT, WITH HEADQUARTERS AT
WASHINGTON, D. C.
People attending the chautaqua
next month will 'have an opportunity
to hear a lecture by one of the most
emident agricuituralitnin tht cduntry
Hon. Samuel C. Lancaster, consolt-
ing engineer of the United States de-
partment of ar iculture, with head-
quarters in Wasfhington, D. C. This
gentleman has written a letter to the
Paducabane promoting the chautua-
qua stating that he accepted the 
in-
vitation to come, and would be in
Paducah June teth. In, 'the after-
noon he delivers a talk upon "Good
Roatts" at the ohatitau.qua, which will
he held in Wallace park, while 
again
that evening his remarks will be re-
peated, but at the might • hour his
speech will he illustrated with
steseoptican views.
Tie is it leader.in this move whic
h
ileitis educate She country upon the
impdriatit topic of good roads, which
are of benefit to everybody, rich and
poor alike.
Mr. Roller, the promoterd who as-
sists Mr. James Shaw. has arriv-sel
from LaFayette, Ind., to assist the
Paducahans with their peliminary ar-
rangements.
He has been engaged in this cal-
ling for years, and Mr. Shaw regards
him as one of the bees chautauqua
assistants to be found. lie will re-
main in the city a week or two, en-
gaged at the WOricl
Miny olilthe retail Merchants, of Oho
city are giving a ticket to the chats-
tauqua to customers making dollar
ntrrclhallest The tkkletti admit the
holder to the grounds only once.







ANIMAL WAS TAKEN UP
, 
back to the city legislative boards for
ratification of his sale, which is notPRESCRIBED binding without confirmation.
Chris Kolb was given authority to
REST CURE move a honse . from one side ofBroad street to the other.
1 He is to arrange with the street car
company for handling passengers
JUDGE SANDERS SENTENCTS without interruption on account of
LYCURGUS RICE, COW MRS. SWEENEY TO ,the•tempora
ry blockade.
I TAIL. I Contractor Bridges has claimed theCATCHER. 1 . ,rsason he is not progressing rapidly
i !with the Jefferson street concrete
' 'sidewalk work is because he cannot•
The Cow Will be Sold as the Owner Old Woman Will be Given Thirty get cinders used as base for the eon-
nNot Be Found, and Calf Day's Chance to Sober up— crete
 pavement. The board of works
!granted him permission to utilize
Goes With Mother. Other Police Cases. Iscreened gravel for the base instead
!of cinders, so he could go ahead
'without all these delays.
Yesterday morning in the police ! There was revoked the permit here-
court Judge Sanders sent Mrs. Eliza tofore given the Independent Tele-
Sweeney to jail for, thirty days for phone company . to lay .under-
getting drunk and raising particular ground conduits on Kentneky avenue
cain out on Goebel avenue in Wor- from Fifth to Ninth. When the corn-
and calf inside the pound, charges of ten's addition. The judge has tried pany asked for permission to lay the
the city. every way in the world to break her !conduit system it was represented to
Mr. Rice found the cow out in the of drinking, but finds the best he the board of works that the poles
West End, ambling around on the can do is to lay her away in the now standing upon the sidewalks
public thoroughfares, .and took her cooler for •hirty or sixty days, and , were to be taken down as soon as
up. She had not been in the pound .keep liquor out of her hide for that ' the wires could be gotten into the
very long before she gave birth to a 'long a time, if nothing better can be 'conduit system. Now the board tion wiil have charge of all she p
rint-
calf, which s a fine, healthy little accomplished." 
*
learns the poles are to remain stand- ing done for the state's public of-;
lascal that bellows with a vim, and William Murphy was fined $1 and ing, so they revoke the permit for ficeholders. Mr. Walt
ers and friends
evidences a well developed . pair of costs for being drunk. I the conduit have beer making tri
ps to Frankfort
lungs. -Camille Bohannan was dismissed The board rejected the one bid re during the
 past few weeks, while CC-
The owner of the cow has not yet et the disorderly conduct charge that ceived on the proposed concrete side issaries are 
doing missionary work
been learned, therefore Judge San- had beep lodged aginst her. 'walks on both sides of Junes be- for hint 
over the state through
ders has ordered the beast sild to Adam Weikert was fitted $to and tween Ninth and Eleventh streets. 
local friend, urging that influence be
costs for smacking the child of Al brought to bear 
upon the board that
composed of the 
$ioo bond, which he will have to pay body is 
,Winftty. He was then put under 
selects the superintendent.
if he bothers any of the Winfrey secreta
ry of state, auditor, attorney;
children within the next twelve genera
l and several others.
months. 
Mr. Walters is the printer former-
ly connected svibb The Register of-
fice, and is now on the board of pub-
lic park commissioners for Paducah
He is a thorough printer and would
make an excellent superintendent.
Lycurgus Rice, official cow catcher
for the city, picked up a siray bovine
oat in.the city and drove her to. the
city pound. He went around she
block and coining back found a cow
th highest bidder and the money
turnues1 into the city treasury.
Whoever buys the cow gets the calf
also, as the latter goes along with
its mother.
This is the first time a calf was
born in the city pound.
SUPERINTENDENT
STATE PRINTING
MR GEORGE WALTERS FOR-
MIDABLE APPLICANT FOR
PLACE.
Whoever is Chosen Will Have
Charge of the Entire Printing




(Continued From First Page.)
thorities in general deeply regret the
loss of President Noble, who has
been president of this public board
since Paducah became a second class
city nearly three years ago, lie was
the first member appointed by the
mayor, and being one of the city's
most progressive, interested and pub-
lic spirited citizens his absence from
connection with municipal affairs win
be amply evident. *He has made a
most faithful and zealous official, and
has always taken a prominent part in
the substantial advancement of the
municipality.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said that
he would not just yet accept the
resignation, because there is some
work in the hands of the board at
present that he desires Mr. Noble to
assiat in winding up. In the mean-
time the mayor will choose the suc-
cessor and make the appointment
shortly.
Mr. Noble and family are at pres-
ent residing with Mr. Fowler out
near Arcadia, but will move into their
new home whenever it is completed,
which will be several • weeks yet;
probably by the first of July.
On 'his resignation being accepted
And successor appointed, the hoard
will have to be re-organized, and a
new president chosen. A nuMber of
names of prominent men are now
being mentioned in connection with
the place, but it is only speculation
thus far, as the mayor does not know
who he will select. Whoever is
named goes in for two years, lacking
a few weeks, as Mr. Noble was se
lected during March for twenty-four
months, and the suceeding official




Kentuckians Meet in Columbus Un-
der Circumstances Out of
Ordinary.
Columbus, 0., May 3o.--Survivors
and decendants of several noted Ken-
tucky frudistt famifies, who have
joined the United States army, beld
a little reunion this evening at the
barracks here, where they are now
stationed. J. C. McCoy, a recruit,
is about to leave the barrac'ss and
this was the ocratiirm for the reunion
at sch t formed a group and
had their pictures tdicen. McCoy
will go to Ft. Assiniboine. Mont.,
to become a member of the seventh
infantry. Among those who were
present at the reunion -were: J. T.
Rkdrert IJ noward, J. C.
McCoy. William nosley. Recruits
Cockrell and Duty nrsd ex-Deputy
Sheriff Oldham. f. Kentucky. Who
has served his state during several
feuds and bears the marks of bullet
-wounds for his participation in
breaking up these affairs.
Plant Bed Outrages Condmened
llespkinsville, Ky.. May 30.—At a
apecia1 tweeting of Church Hill
Grange a resolution was unanimous-
ly adopted c oniderrming So the
strongest terms the nightly destruc-
tion of plant be in the county as
disreputable and dishonest and, crim-
inal and deserving the severest pun-
ishment. County Oh•airman Radford
of the Planters' Protective associa-
tion has called a meeting ell the or-
ganization and of all good- citizens
of the cotmty to be held in this city
next Mlesturay, at which time it in
expected that an additional heavy
reward for the rapture of the van-
4els will be raised. --
This one bid' was from Contractor
Thomas Bridges, who is doing the
other concrete pavement work in this
city, and w'thout even reading his
figures over, the board of works re-
jected the proposition on the ground
ank Williams was fined $5 and that Bridges now had more work on
costs for letting his cow run at large his hands than he can do and the de
upon lay is causing mach annoyance and
complaint. The representative of the
Bridges people was informed, that
the city would consider bids from
them when convinced that the work
would be done within a reasonable
time.
The ordinance providing for the
Jones street sidewalks, says the im-
provement shall be completed by
June tst, this date being stipulated
when the measure was adopted sev-
eral months ago. Now as the time
is near, and the work cannot be done
by then, the board of works passed
the measure back to the city legis-
!at:ye authorities, with the request
that December 1st, toed be specified
as the time for the completion of the
improvement. Af4er this desired
amendment is effected, more bids will




(Continued From First Page.)
nary drawings, and if accepted, $300
additional to superVse work of in-
stalling the mechanism. Communica-
tions received from electrical supply
houses were referred to Mr. Holmes,
these outside concerns wanting to
sell the city machinery for the en-
largement.
Sewerage Inspector Bundsman
filed his report showing the condi-
tion of sewers, and also noting the
sewerage and storm connections
effected.
The waterworks company was di-
rected to extend its water mains from
Twelfth and Salem streets out
Twelfth a few blocks, and then over
to Thirteenth and out to Rowland-
town. It was also directed to ex-
tend them on Elizabeth between
Sixth and Seventh streets.
The owners of the tobacco ware-
houses on Jefferson between First
and Second streets were ordered
some days since to put the brick
sidewalks in good condition. The
owners now want to make the re-
pairs with gravel, but the board of
works ordered that nothing but
brick be used.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
was empowered to buy as much
crushed stone as he desired from
the owners of the old iron furnace
properties on South Third at Norton
street. The owners will sell the
stone for fifty cents a yard.
The board of works dropped all
business connected with reconstruct e
of Fifth between Jefferson and Clay
streets because, the city legislative
bodies will not improve that thor-
oughfare, but take the money it
would cost the municipality, and re-
construct with brick, Jefferson and





ordered that the contractors
pipes be notified not to
more than two blocks at
one time hereafter, of the public
thoroughfares, this being about all
they could properly work at the same
time. ' The street inspector Was also
ordered to carry out the instructions
given heretofore, that footbridges or
•:anks shall be laid _across trenches
dug in the public streets and side-
walks, so pcdestrains can walk over
them.
The towboats are now oi'cry few
days bringing here crushed stone for
use jn public street reconstruction,
and Wharfinaster Frank Brown was
directed to always keep room for
theie barges to land at the wharf
between Kentucky avenne and Jeff
erson, so the stone could be unloaded
on the part of the river front im-
proved with stone blocks. No
wharfage is to be charged these con
tractors for landing their stone
barges.
Yesterday morning Mayor Yeiser
sold at public auction the franchise
entitling the street car coompany to
run its lines over new streets not
now coveied by the system. One of
the new streets will be Ninth from
Broadway to Clark, and in preparing
to go ovtr that way, the manager of
the car line asked the board of
works for permission to put in a
:double-tracli switch going out of
i firoadway into Sduth Ninth. After
running about too feet into Ninth,
Ithe switch converges into one track.
Mr. Bleecker gave the city $roo for




Is Informed That Senators Demand
Him To Act At Once.
XV aeihi noon, May 30.—Senator
Burton has made known to mem-
bers of the committee on privileges
and elections his attitude since the
ent supreme court decision in
1
e
Inch his conviction was affirmed by
highest court.
He says in a letter that he will not
put the senate in the position of
having one of its members in jail,
and would resign as soon as the
mandate of the court to the court
below is issued and enforced. Since
the receipt of this communication
Senator Burton has been informed
that members of the committee, as
well as a number of senators out-
side of the committee, insist upon
action at once, and tbe committee
will likely vote on his case before




New York, May 3o.—A letter has
been sent to President Roosevelt by
Ireitnn Sinc!air, author of the "Jun-
gle", whose 7velations were respon-
sible for the introduction of the bill
providing for governmental inspec-
tion of the packing houses. urgng
him not to yield to the packers.
Sinclair says gommissirrner Nieill's
report on beef conditions should be
made public. He declares:
believe the president will rise
to the occasion and let the people of
thia-aatuitey udeet been dis-
covered in the great depots of food
supply.
'The public will be horrified when
the full truth is told. .
"The slaughter houses of Chicago
are' conducted on the principle that
meat once good is alwayS good.
lived there seven weeks and caw
with my own eyes how the bnsiness
is conduitiVr
RATE BILL CONFERENCE.
Agree On Undisputed Amendments
Passing Over Others.
Washington, May 3o.—At a two.
hoists' session of the conferees on
the relind rate bill Tuesday a num-
ber of undisputed amendments were
agreed to tentatively, all of the dis-
puted points were passed over and
considerable time was devoted to a
disenssion of the so-called "Jim
Crow" car provision. This amend-
ment has given the Republican eon-
farces some concern because of the
coProcition mnde nothern negroes
against the alleged princifile involved
in the separation of the races. Sen-
atot Tillman announced that he
would not consent to any change in
lb, -senate WIFIfilli011.
-
DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for a corn mencement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention
beautiful line of
to a few n ew things we have. You must see our
••
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
cur perfect line of
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
in Fancy Sterling silver peices--ost r prices special for May—Silver
plated work at Vs price in knives f orks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician.
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
Padluceahans hope that Mt. George
Walters, the well known zoung .
printer
superinteadess of public printing for
the state of Kentucky, which he is ur Handsoole Spring-Fab 
2
ricso
i t his city, will succeed in '
his *Sorts Oa capture the office of
an applicant for.
The office was created at the re-
cent session of the state legislature,
and whoever is named for the posi-
Acquitted of Murder.
Ky , May
Lack, charged with murder, was ac-
(runic in the Logan circuit court
It was his third trial. The first re-
sulted in a hung jury and the second
in a verdict, of guilty and two years
in the state prison, but he v.as given
a new trial.
•:•
+ TO RESIGN AND 
•!•
+ WITHOUT BITTERNESS +
J.
•A woman sat In a rolling chair at
the window looking out upon the
street, hot, dusty, and crowded. The
woman would never walk again; be-
yond the street. The good gre431
grasses of the park, and the rose-
crowded country lanes might be here
in half an hour's walk frt,in the car
line, bet the half hour's walk would
never be taken. The deicate hand
clasping the rim of the chair was
the hand of art artist; the face lying
against the white fingers had many
times been turned to the light of dis-
tant lands, where the artist had re-
velled in all that was rare and beauti-
ful. The heart that throbbed under
the light- drapery had thrilled to
love's old sweet story, for out under
the trees of Olivet the husband of
her youth was sleeping.
The face turned to the street was
not careworn, or fretful, or in any
sense suggeseive of unit t; it IN a S
sweet and calm, and teieler, lighted
by a smile as someone passed be-
neath the window and nodded a
greeting.
A woman, one whose heart was
restless and unhappy, dropped in one
day to see the invalid.
"You are so cheerful," said she;
"how is it?"
"It is because," she repled, "I have
bad it all."
"You have had it all?"
"Yes; there is nothing of good, or
of happiness, that has not been r me,
though I am afflicted, and must
work Still, and ad my people are
gone; still I had it all; wealth, home,
husband, love; all that human heart
an ask for has been mine. I have
really no cause for complaint."
* • •
Seems to me that was a neat
though ; to have had; to know the
tastes of joy, and home, and safety;
there are some who 'emit struggle
on forever without ant- of these
things; and there are some who hav-
ing all still grumble; and some who
have, and lose, and spend, and then
give their useless days to repaining,
fretting against fate that their good
day CO-tild not last forever:
To have had all, to resign, and not
be mean about it; that is a great
•:hing; yet, it is they who have had
who are for the most part fretful;
they have not yet learned that noth-
ing lasts, not even friendship, It was
Stevenson who said something about
1".to resign" and without bitterness;
'that 's only less hard than to accept
without bitterness; and in either case
it is the one thing that will make a
triumph of defeat, and will insure us
the consciousness of the dignity of
self-respect, which, after all, is all
that makes anything worth having;
and which renders anything won tip-
on other conditions a calamity, rather
than a gain. We pay a great price
for a little pleasure sometimes; and
the piper is sure in the end to claim
the price of the dance.—Will Allen OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
trtorngood ifl Nashville American. NEW PHONE sm.
t ̂  •
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST '
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND F OR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,





Is just as important to prepare for as the "Rainy
Day." If you have the "Ready Money" you are
prepared for trouble or for a good business
chance. Start a savings account at this bank
and before you know it you will have the "Ready
Money." We pay 4 per cent. interest] com-






....of the H4hest Excellen‘ce....
It Appeals ,to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER,4gent.




We offer a fine selection of dainty h ooks in white bindings, of classic
favorites in leather bindings, of beau tiful gift-books for girls or boys,
Fenwick's Career, by Mrt. Humphrey Ward.
Lady Baltimore, by Owen Wistert.
Cowardice Court, by McCutchen.
Are especially suitable for graduates.
If you do not wish to give books, look over our line of fine Sta-








for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
OLD PHONE 6ge.










JUDGE EVANS HEARS THE
APPEALS AT LOUISVILLE
MONDAY.
Creditors Claim Schwab Has Not Ac-
counted for dio,000, and That His
Wife's Claim Is Not Valid.
Next Monday Judge Walter Evans,
of the federal court at Louisville,
will take up the appeals from the
bankruptcy court here of Referee E.
\V. flagby in the Moses Schwab
bankrupt proceeding. Lawyer W. V.
Eaton, representing Schwab's credi-
tors, and Attorney Oscar Kahn, rep-
resenting Schwab, will go to Louis-
ville to argue the matter before the
judge. • MIMI
Schwab filed his second petition in
bankruptcy some months since and
in his list of liabilities claimed he
owed his wife several thousand dol-
Isrs When the case was gone into
the creditors expected the wife's
claim on the ground that it was not
a just one. The creditors also set
up the plea that Schwab. had not
properly accounted for about $10,000,
and agked the referee to compel him
to make a proper accounting.
In taking up the exceptions to the
wife's claim, Referee Bagby over-
ruled them, and allowed Mrs.
Schwab several thousand, the
amount ,eci be pro rated as the bal-
ance of the debts to be paid out of
the assets. In the $to,000 proposi-
tion the rferee ruled that Schwab had
properly accounted for it. The
creditors then appealed to Judge
Evans the decisioes of the referee
in both instances, and will try to get
him to reverse Referee Ba
Lawyer Eaton goes to Chicago to-
niorrow night on business, and re-





The idea of a woman in a helmet,
divided skirt, blue coat and brass
buttons, swinging a club and pacing
the streets with steps slow, solemn
and admonitory—this noveky ias
been born in Bayonne, N. J.
It is horn of the brain of woman.
As apprehended by MTS. Goldizer,
the author of the suggestion, th.tre
are certain lines of conduct in which
enen are always in nerd of the ad-
monition and guidance of women,
and alwayi will be.
These include such matters as so-
briety, civic cleanliness, behavior to-
-ward the opposite sex in public
places, smoking in public and its un-
sanitary concomitants.
There are also outside of this im-
mediate field, the vast subjects of
the relations between men and wo-
men, and of the public guardianship
of children, ift which the word and
prescnce of a woman officer of the
law might have a good effect.
There is the. germ of a great idea
is in it. The only question is whether
there is any practicable way to ap-
ply it.
And the question of uniform might
cause trouble. One of woman's pri-
mary instincts is to dress according
to .her own test. Policewoman Smith
would die rather than be seen on the
street with a hat just like that worn ,
by the hateful Policewoman Jones.
The difficulty is so fundamental
that it seems to block the whole pro-
ject. Nevertheless, it is to be hoped
that Bayonne will keep thinking









The First Six Months' Taxes Ar
Paid During June, Else the
Ten Per Cent Penalty
Goes On.
Everything is ready for the begin
fling of city tax collections tomor
row morning hy..City Treasurer Johe
J. Dorian, over to whom' City Audi-
t:Jr Alexander il'as turned
all the tax bills made otst by City
Clerk Henry Bailey. The first half
of this year's taxes are chic during
the month of June, therefore, all who
so desire can pay tomorrow. All
have to be paid by the end of next
month or the property owners will
have to pay ten per cent penalty.
The second half of the year's taxes
are not due until the first of next
December, while at the first of next
year the ten per cent penalty goes
on for the final half.
City Clerk Bailey, with the assist-
ance of MT. Henry Enders, made out
the 7,000 tax bills, requiring six
weeks. They completed the work
ten days ago and turned it over to
the auditor who has checked each
item and seen that no mistakes.were
made.
There is never much of a rush in
the tax line for the first half of the
month, and practically none until
after the aoth. About then the
crowds begin canine: and the office
is crowded all day one; late in the
night. The treasurer will, during the
last of the -warner, announce what
evenings he will be open to accomo-
date those who cannot get down chor-
ines the dag.
Ife has over $100,003 to coliec




Everything to the Country.
Early in the spring the country
begins to ask, "How are the crops?"
Our prosperity during (he twelve
months following the harvest de-
se.nds, in a very large measure, on
the answer tix this question. Out of
the ground comes our wealth. In
these years of abundant prosperity
the farmer takes from the earth, each
harvest season, products of a value
of $4,000,000,000 and more than a
third of this enormbus sum repre-
sents the two great crops of the
west—corn and wheat.
The question,"How are the crops?"
becomes each year. therefore, as the
hare-s- time sporoaches, one of vital
(I the earlier the
knowledge of the size and quantity of
the crops the more valuable it is to
th- commercial community. Railway
men need, to know in advance the
outcome of the harvest, that they
may prepare for the transportation of
the crops to the markets. Bump.r
crops mean big tonnage, not only of
products from the farms to the con-
sumer, but also of merchandise from
the manufacturing town toethe farms,
bought by the farmers with their
produce. When railway men are as-
sured of big crops they spend many
millions of dollars for new locomo-
tives and cars and rails, and many
mdlins'more for the improvement of
their roadbeds and the extension of
their lines into new territory. The
steelmakers are jointly interested
with the railway men in the harvest,
for oneefourth of the enormous pro-
duct of the steel mills of this coun-
try is purchased by the railways.
When the crops fail the railways can-
cel their orders for rails and bridges
Rn cqu.pmevt, 40d 3tcclCblelfGREATER THAN EVER
Richard Tilling, of London, Says
Motor Cars Are no
Menace,
London, May 3:1—'1 find the value
of horses to be greater than I have
ever known it to be before," said Mr.
*Richard Tithng, it the ninth annual
meeting of Thomas Tilling, Limited,
at the Cannon Street hoteel.
Although a certain section of the
horse traffic would be displaced by
motors, there was still, Mr. Tillidg
said, a great future for the horse.
Messrs. Tilling had a profit of ft8o,-
000 to show on the year's trading.
Their horse drawn omibuses will be
cadually 'replaced by motor omni-
bilges. The substitution with the
price of forage, prevented the decla-
ration of as large a dividend as us-
ual, but 8 per cent was declared on
the ordinary shares. One interesting
:statement made by MT. Tilling was
that it was now found necessary to
4 buy 'younger horses than formerly in
order to adapt them to the -require-
ments id the new traffic.
Kan Who blade Too Many Points in
Game of Seven-Up Rightly
Treated.
"Not long since," remarked Col.
M. Johnston, of Houston, relates the
Washington Post, "a Texas negro was
up before a magistrate kr aggravated
Insult, He had battered a fellow Sens-
gambian to such an extent that the lat-
ter had to he sent to the hospital for
repairs.
"The trouble arose over a game of
- Ards and the man who lost his money
.'as the defendant In the courtroom.
" 'Have you anything to say in your
iwn behalf?' inquired the justice.
'"Will yo' honer, sur, 'low me to ax
you jes one question?' replied the de-
fendant
" 'GO on.' said his honor.
"'I begs your pardon, judge, and
lon't mean no imperdence, but does
you understan' de game uf sebben up?'
" 'That has r.othing to do with this
^r:es 30 fr.* r.7. I cyst sea, but gs on,
.ellow, with your tale. I do under-
,tand it.'
"'Well, our, me an' dis nigger wuz
et- playin' sebben up, an' I wuz six to his
two. It was my deal, judge, and he
begged. I looks at my hart' an
(remember I wuz six to his two) I
..eed the jack, de ten and de trey, so
ob cose I gives, which puts him three.
Oc rust cyard die coon leads at me,
!udge, was de ace of trumps, an' I puts
town my trey. Den next he leads di
<ing, an' I gives him my ten spot,
sure as you born, dat rascal plays out
le queen and ketches up my jack.
which wuz choly bad, but at de ias'
he flings down de deuce, an' at dat
I couldn't keep still any longer, judgt
and I Hz up an' fetched him er lick
tat knocked him out. I hopes jet
hezor'll be easy on me.'
" 'The prisoner stands disrhsrged."
moth the magistrate. "any man who
•:,akes high. low, jack, gift and 1 11 .1
2arZle in one Land deserves to be
TOO MANY HAD REMED17.3.
And None
far
of Them Were Any Good
the Man Who Was
Bleeding.
A laboring man, with dinner pail be-
-ide him, sat on the curb at Fifth av-
enue and Madison street the other
morning, relates the Chicago Inter
Ocean. He was bleeding from the nose,
and a crowd of sympathizers stood
dround. There was a crimson pew .2
no small size between his feet, and a
couple of newsboys had suspended
tualness hoping the patrol wagon
would be called. "He's bleedin' to
Act', sure," said one of the kids. Some
bystander suggested that a cold key
down the back would stop the bleed-
ing, but no cne had a key to spare.
"Why don't he press the vein under
the cheek bones?" said another. Then
cam. a little man whose ago and dress
suggested knowledge. "Get a pleas of
ice and put it at the back of his neck."
was his remedy. "Sure," said a boy,
who quickly returned with the los.
The crowd parted to let the little man
reach the sufferer. He clapped the ice
on the patient's neck. The ice slipped
and disappeared inside Mr. Nosebleed's
underwear. There was an immedLsts
transformation. "Get out of here
and loin' me alone," he alusuted,
and as he arose, with blood on his
clothes as wed as In his eyes, the crowd
Including the little man, retreated.
Just then the patrol wagon came and
took the man to a hospital. "His
condition was serious." said the sur-
geon. "Overheat in the furnace room
where he worked caused the hemor-
rhage. Don't monkey with nose bleed-
ing."
SERMONS FROM PEOPLE.
Where Henry Ward Beecher Get Ma-
tertal for Many of His
Discourses.
Wherever be went, Beechs.. on-
tnuad his study of life through ob-
ser.ation. Nothing else was half so
Interesting, writes Orison Swett Mai%
den. in Success Magazine. To him
man was the greatest study in the
orld. To read human nature, to
place the right values upon men, to
emphasize the right thing in them, to
be able to discriminate between the
genuine and the false, to be able to
pierce their masks and read the real
man or woman behind them, was an
eccomplishment which he regarded as
one of a clergyman's greatest weapons.
k Mkt &Quid _sea
wonders in the scale of a fish or a
grain of sand, Beecher also had an
eye like the glass of a microscope,
which reveals marvels of beauty in
the dross and common things It had
a magnifying power which sees the
miraculous and beautiful In the com-
monplace. He could see beauty and
harmony where others only saw ugli-
ness and discord, because/he read the
hidden meaning in things. Like
Ruskin, be could see the marvelous
philosophy, the Divine plan, in the
lowliest object. He could feel the
Divine presence in all created things.
from prince to pauper. Then all the
big manufacturers of the country.
whether of wagons or plows, of shoes
or clothing, must know whether their
great custmer, the farmer, is to have
money to spend from harvest to har-
vest. So it is with the merchant all
through the agricultural country.
Even more important is early knowl-
edge of the crop prospects to the
bankers,ewho must not only finance
the movement of the crops to mar-
ket, but must also know whether
the harvest is to cause expansion or
contraction of capital ventures
through the country. Then there are
the flour niillers and elevator own-
ers, who are directly interested in
the marketing of the crops. Finally,
there is the great body of men who
speculate in the rise and fall in com-
modity prices, and who risk many
millions of dollars in backing their
opinions as to the volume of the
crops and the demands for them in
the markets of the world.—Success.
•
A good many people think that
berm conecientious means being ut-
terly uncomfortable.
Wanted Money All the Tim*.
A negro was complaining that his
wife kept asking him for money. nt is
a dollah, a fifty or eben a quatah. It
Is money, money all of the time," he said.
"What does she do with all of the
money?" asked an innocent bystander.
"Don't know," was the reply; "hunt
nebber gib her none yit."
An Aspiration,
"Why do you want to become Hears
“Well
h, said the somewhat cynical
person 'I'd like to have the Income and
leisure that *Gold permit me to lecture




fi notice," observed the square.
Jawed, pug-nosed man, who didn't look
as If he'd know the difference between
the higher and nobler and • load of
steam coal—"I notice that the back
advertising ends of some of the maga-
zines pubi.zh a testimonial as to the
merits of a certain brand of unscent-
ed toilet soap, written by One of the
short-haired ladles who has been do-
ing her little bit during the past half
century or so toward obtaining the
franchise for women.
"The picture of the woman who
tikes the unscented soap is run wit.`a
the ad, and her testimonial is surely
a heap fulsome and gushy for a pure-
ly voluntary contribution.
"In the course of her remarks in
the testimonial she says this: 'I ab-
hor a perfumed woman.'
"I'm going to take, with your kind
permission, a short-arm biff at that
remark of hers about the perfumed
1•01111111.
-I'm a regular bug over a well-par-
fumed woman,
"To me a perfumed woman is the
real thing in femininity.
"The daintily perfumed woman, who,
when she swishes past you, has some-
thing about her that makes you vague-
ly recall the old honeysuckle-covered
porch that you knew a quarter of a
ecntury ago—she's the one fos mine.
Abe carries with her the suggestion of
esphodellan meadows and starlit dolls,
the cool aroma of cornfields at dusk.
"She swirls by you and leaves Is
row heart a little chiming back to the
wild roses that you picked ea your
way to the old crick where you west
in swimmin'.
"When the daintily perfumed wo-
man frou-frous in or out it your *Mee
you sort o' Alm back to those old
mornings of your kidhoed when the
Just-awakened dawn smelt so sweet
after you'd turned out early to chop
the kindling wood for the kitchea fire.
"She's feminine, the well-perfumed
woman; that's all.
"I want 'em feminine all the was
through for mine.
"Like 'ens to wear unsanitary clothes
aid things. I never gave two looks at
• woman wearing these so-called com-
mon-sense clothes and shoes and each
gear, and I never met any other maa
that did. I want 'em to wear just as
high heels as ever they blame plea,'
to wear, and the tighter and straighter-
front their corsets, why, the better it
suits me. The stayless woman looks
Ilk* a combination of an Ellis Island
immigrant and a fat lady out of a
Rubens picture to me, and the woman
with flat-heeled shoes of the so-calle4
common-sense kind looks to me as If
she ought to be a policeman, or carry-
ing the hod, or something like that.
"Me for the womanny woman.
"Gimme a lyre, or a harp, or a fu-
gelhorn, or a kazoo, or any old thing,
that may sing the glories and the
praises of the purely feminine woman!
"She was here in the world's ear!,'
dawn, and she's going to be right here
alongside of U3, 1 hope, when we're
having $1.39 round-trip excursions ii
Mars!
"I never could see the woman whi
wears men's hob-nailed shoes, and sues
ponders, and such like, and who flags
scented soaps and perfumes and things
of that kind because she considers 'em
too womanish.
"All of the adorablenees of women
consists in their femininity.
"It's because every once In a while
she gets her household work done
early so she can 'go upstairs and have
a good cry,' its because she macerates
us into pulp with her 'because,' It's be-
muse she admits our premises and de-
nies our conclusions; it's because she'll
pucker her lips for baby talk when she
sees an infant a block away; it's be
cause she loves roses, and lacey things
and two dollars-a-pound candy; It's be-
cause she gives us the reproachful eye
only when we ought to be sewed up in
a blanket and clubbed to the verge of
the other world; it's because she'll dig
and delve and scrape and scrap for her
husband and her little Ones until Icy
stalactites hang from the roof of Tar
fetus; It's because she dabs at her eyes
with a little wad of a handkerchief un-
til her nose is red when she sees ho
man suffering—it's just because she's
feminine, pal, and a hull, big heap bet-
ter from every point of view than we
are just because she is feminine, that
she has us on the dead lope, and plum
loco over her, ever since the days ot
the shepherd king of Egypt!
"If they want to perfume themselves,
let 'em. I, for one, like 'em perfumed
Let 'em rio any of the old feminine
4nst-aney-want-ta-doi, -They're
Pretty nigh always right, taking 'em en
masse, and they don't make half as
many mistakes RR we men do.
"Give me a lute, that I may chant of
the physical, mental, moral and spirit-
ual loveliness of the perfumed, who Is
the typically feminine woman! Here's
hopIn' that she'll be with us till tha
end of the world, and afterwszdi
That's me!"—Washington Star. 
Large Group of Sun Spots.
,The officials at the naval observe.
tory announce that a large group of
solar spots was observed with the
photohellograph at that institution
The group has advanced about two
days upon the disc of the sun visible
In this vicinity and is located in south
latitude. The group can be seen by
the naked eye, but with a telescope it
is resolved into a mass of small spots,
closely grouped together. This is the
largest sun spot visible since last
spring.
Feared the Worst.
The Parson—Why are you down-
Putt? Does et the future lbok bright
fel you?








"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
•
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.




liwSrite for la r big FRIPRIONcatala
Ter manufacturer or dealer in the world.
tllol C T
showing the 
TT;111 and? %ITN IL 1 a .1)i;stiiir... :
t tw Pi Trrpev la I quality of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
P71111/1s Madc in all Nista. /t is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined MU▪ NI
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers statingthat their tires have on ly been pumped up once or twice in • whole season. They weigh so mare thanan ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being even by several layers of thin. speciallyprepared fabric an the tread. That "Holding _hack" comusonly felt when tidies 012 asphaltor soft seeds is evercoute tr.,- the patent "Resket Weave" treed which prevents all air from beingsqueesed ent between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suctiou. The regular price of thesetires is RID per pair, but for at! ertising purposes we are making • medal factory pries to the riderof only k.to per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received, We ship C.O. D on approvaLYou do sot pay a cent until you have examined and food them strictly as represented.We will avir • soak disemant of 5 per cent (therebytinalting the price 14.55 per pair) if you sendPULL CARR wrist ORDER and miaow this tlenreemnimt. We will also send one nickelplated beam hand romp and two Sampson metal minstere deems on fall paid orders (theme metalpsacture closers to be used in ease of intentional knife eats or heavy gashes). Tires to be returnedU OUR expellee if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.We are perfectly reliable and r-ottey sent to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Parameter,Benker .., prers or Freight Agent or the editor of this paper about ea. If you order • pair althese tiles, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and 
lookfiner them any Sire you have ever used melees at any prior. We kaow that you will be so well pithat when you want • Wye!: you will give es your order. We want you to send us • small trialoiler at awe, limier this remarkable tire offer.0,0 snui, Km bmID-up-whev#114 saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, •everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at WIRE thesuoutprices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big EUXDRY catalogue.but write us • postal today. DO NOT THINKOF BUYING ADO DOT WAIT bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know the new aawooderful offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
• DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE from a"at airy pm..or on any k.nd of 01,711S, until you have received our complete Free Cats:*'ogees illustrating and doicribing every kind of high-grade and low-gradtbicycles, oid materna and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOWPRICES an wonderful DOW offers made possible by selling from factor,direct to rider with no middlemen's profit&WE amp O OVAL wellies' a cent &front, Pay the Freight aria&maw so Days Trial and make other liberal ternyi which no othrihouse in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vainable information by simply writing as • postal.
We need • Whim. aaggrie in every town and can offer an opportunit5to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES C" L Y
118.50 rwr pair. v .80 $4-41.8°PEN PPrimo iTo Introdsaa.
Ws will Sell RAILS, TAM
OR II   LASSVow a
Pair for, nt 
WOWT LETiZ OliT THE All
(calm WITH ORDIM a.. as)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-TUS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. Prealee 1160 thigh rubber weed••A." amid peameee strips 'WI"Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can and *O." fags rim strip "IR"be vulcanized like any other tire. to prevent Me setting. ThisTwo Kindred Thousand palm row le WWI Ow Ow the will saddest say Meer
asnice-80PT, gLASTIC swillSemely-live Tbeesaid pairs sold lest year. RAIIT ILUDIRO,
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Depte".1 L" C I !CAW ILL
Good Morning !
1,14-yEsti- swallow your re of dust last night? I have 
. 
full liaa at
Gden Hose, Nozzels, Sprinkling Sled4
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help yew neighbor keep down the dust.
EdD.Hannan
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The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Thursday Morning, May 35. .
males waste" has ben
this instance.
It is but right and proper to say
in behalf of the hoard of public
works that the day of catering to the
comenienoe of the public contractor
is over in this city. at kast for the
present. At the meeting of that
body yesterday, at the suggestion of
President Noble, a bid from one of
the contractors, responsible fpr some
of the present delay, on the proposed
work on Jones street was not even
considered for the reason that it ia
the desire to have ,that work coth-
pleted this year, and from the way
other work is prOgressing under that
contractor the board deemed it un-
wise to let any mote contracts to
him until he catches up with his
work.
'the people of Paducah expect to
be inconvenienced by the reconstruc-
tion of the streets, but the delays
incurred tints far are out of the ques-
tion, and the people are sick and
tired of the annoyance, and are con-
tinually complaining to the news-
papers and officials.
When a man takes a contract he
is suposed to know how many men
and bow much ina.erial it u.11 re-
quire to do' the work, and in. work
of thip character every precaution
possible should he taken to see that
when the work is started it can• be
pushed to completion with all speed
possible.
There is another feature in this
delay which affects the public and
that is, according to many physic-
ians, the opiturned earth is a menace
The Delay in Public Work.
At the rate at which the street and
siitewalk improvements are progres-
sing it will be cold weather before
Kentucky avenue and Jefferson
street are completed, and the board
of public works yesterday decided
that the contractors should either
push the work- to completion or the
ciy would do so.
Jolyt, loos, or eleven months
ago the contract for that work was
awaided, The contractors were so
anxioas to close. the deal, that the
general cotmcil was convened in
emergent session, and before the
people had time to protest against the
proposed material to be used—the in-
terests of the contractor was con-
sulted, and not the interest of
people. What was the result? Ev-
ery member of the .general council
who stood for re-election was de-
fzated, and the people have had to
suffer the inconvenience of torn lip
streets and side walks for elevcii
tronths and a prospect of six month:
yet tc come. The old adage "Haste
verified in
This theory furnishes att.:additional
reason for hurrying the "work.
The Island Creek bridge propo-
sition is 'simply this: The present
structure can he put in safe and , Buying Votes in Illinois.
sound repair for $2,500 or $3,000; a I (St. Louis Republicl
new bridge like the present one can: If the White county jail at 
Carlin,
be built for less than $S,000; a joint in 
Illinois, is too small to hold all
the "moochers" indicted for selling
bridge for the pad:odic and street rail- their votes in recent township tlec-
way will cost $25,000. The com.pans tions a stockade or a bigger jail may
offers to pay 25 per cent of the g25,.. r become necessary. The temper of
000, and the joint committee and Ilinois just now is no more patient
board of public works were unani-
th corruption and fraud at the bal-
lot boxes than it is with boss rule
m propositionous in rejecing that 1 And mite-bine metIlsods in politics
and are of the opinion that the cosn- preceding election day.
1 I )
pany should pay' not leastthan so per The fact that the White county in.
cent of the cost aolli 'gd per tent of dictments reported are, with one or
maintenance.,,, two excePt;ons, against republicans
. The business men of ̀ Paducah in- is, not surprising, for it has been tole
rably,., well known for the last ten
ion that dhe cit
terriewed yes y are of the opin-r.ouid,bu,,,, its own year*: that vote-buying is a plan of
wining majorities much resorted to
bridge and the 'street railway build by ‘roptiblican• party workers in Illi-
nois, ---;
Fooling the People.
The two corporation organs, true
to their tactics, refuse to give their
read:1-s the full facts in reference
to the bridge at Island. Creek.
The official recommendation of
the, joint public improvement com-
mittee and board of public wcrrks
was published in The Register yes-
terday morning and it stated exact-
ly the conclusion reached by those
bodies.
The city of Paducah is not en-
goged in building 'bridges. for the
traction company in which some of
the stockholders of the Paducah
News-Democrat and Sun, are inter-
ested, but in providing for the peo-
ple of this city such conveniences as
the government of the city may re-
qttire and if those sheets will point
ou where the traction company is
out where the traction company is
not able to build its Own bridges,
there might be some reason for 'help-
ing out "infant industries," but the
people of this city have reasons to
believe that that company is able to
build its own lines and bridges.
We wish to put it up to the in-
telligent people of Paducah and ask
if it is not a fact that in every single
instance where the traction company
or the light company is involved,
both the Sun and News-Democrat
has not come out and boldly advocat-
ed giving those people everything
they asked at the expense of the peo-
ple of this city.
We defy any advertiser in, or sub-
scriber to either of those papers to
point out a single instance wherein
those sheets have ever stood up for
the interest o: thkiblic where the
traction company iinvolved. They
are against the people and laugh in
their sleeves at what fools these mor
al's be. They howl about civic pride
and progress only to keep the pub-
lic mind from their 'real purpose,
which is to deliver dye city bound
hand and foot into the hands of the
corporate interests. Think over
these things a moment and satisfy
yourself as to the truth or the falsity
of the assertion, and then ask your-
self how much longer you expect to
support sheets ;that are energies to
the progress and good morals of the
city of Paducah. There is a little
gang in the city that is a curse to
it, and they are the ones that are
keeping enterprises from locating in
Padlucah. When men with money
come to the city, prospecting and find
two of the three papers dominated
by a little clique that is rubbing the
people and who have a hold on cer-
tain nwn and organizations in Pa-
ducah, they . at once take the -train
out of the city for they do not pro-
pose to locate in a city where there
is a gang ready to squeeze the life
out of them. There are other in-
terests in this city besides the co-
terie who have grown fat off of the
city, and the earlier the people give
that gang to understand that they
'have reached their row's end the
better for the city.
It is reported that Postmaster
Baker at Louisville has withdrawn
his application for reappointment,
and says it is due to the enmity of
Postmaster General Courtelyou.
We have heard differently. And
if the rumors are correct there are
other Kentucky postmasters in the
same boat, and with the facts be-
fore President Roosevelt, we believe
some of them would lose their jobs
From the reports abroad it seems
that the saloon district idea has not
been abandoned. And the public
will now see whether or not certain
republican leaders are able to con-
trol the general council.
Paducah will witness a test. of street
flashers by rival concerns, two of
which have agreed to send a machine
here for that purpose.
A bridge fop
PLATFORM OF THE CRICARO-MUNICIPAL VOTERS' LEABUE
I believe that the office of alderman involves service for the whole
people and is nonpartisan in its nature; and that all council committees
should be organized strictly on a basis of integrity and fitness without
'regard to party. t,
I believe that the city should have a strict and businesslike system
of accounting and auditing, and that appropriations should be kept with-
in the revenue.
I believe that the streets of ,Chicago should not be given away to in-
dividuals or public service corporations, and that all franchises creating
special privileges in, over, under or across streets, or any other public
property, should be granted only upon full compensation therefor.
I believe that no future franchises for street railways, gas or electric
plants, or other public utilities, should be granted without expressly re-
serving the opportunity or municipal ownership at or before the expira-
tion of the grant; that such grants should require-the best possible ser-
rico for the public and the use of the most approved appliances, reserving
to the council the power to make reasonable regulations at all times for
this purpose.
I believe that the application of the referendum to such matters of
grave public importance as the issuance of municipal bonds has for
years operated with distinct advantage, and that the opportunity should
be afforded .for its application to the 
R 
settlement of all important policies
—with reference to pub•• utilities, . 
I believe that all franchises should be lor as short a term as practi-
cable and should not in any case exceed twenty years; that all franchises
to a given corporation should expire at the same time, and that no fran-
chise for branch lines or extensions should run ,beyond the time when
the main franchise expires; and that all franchises should provide for
uniformity and publicity of accounts.
I believe that all public service corporations are entitled to _a fair
return on the actual value Of the tangible property employed by 'them
in conducting public enterprises over and above all proper and legitimate
expenses; and that the remaining income from such public enterprises
belongs to the people and should be realized by them in reduced (tales
or a percentage of the gross receipts as direct compensation, or both.
I believe that in addition to the foregoing provisions all grants or
extensions of street railway franchises of the 
,
companies should
require that such companies expressly waive all claims under the so-
called ninety-nine year act.
I believe in the application of the merit systerh- to the civil service
and in the' strict enforcement of the civil service laws.
If elected, I will spend the requisite time in looking afser the physi-
cal and sanitary needs of my ward.
I place this platform before my constituents and the people of Chi-
cago, and pledge myself t• work and to vote in committees and on the
floor of the council to carry out these principles.
But with all their desire an readi-
ness to buy 'moocher" votes the re-
publicans have not been able recently
to take White county from the demo-
crats in a presidential election. Even
in the democratic slump of 1904,
whew 175,000 Illinois democrats stay-
ed away from the polls, White coun-
ty strxxil fast in the democratic line.
It even reduced its republican vote,
giving Roosevelt 143 fewer votes than
it had given McKinley in 'goo;
In the judicial, state, county and
congressional elections of this year
the democrats of White county and
of every other county in Illinois
should be vigilant that no purchased
voles be counted against them. If
existing jails are not big enough to
hold all the rascals guilty of crimes
against the ballot let them build big-
ger jails.





They Were Worked Out of too by
a Trio of Slick Citizens at St.
Nicholas Hotel.
Fayette and Frank Robinson of
near Milan, Tenn., rturned home yes-
terday sadder, but wiser men to the
tune of $45o which they were worked
cut of by "green goods" men Tues•
day night.
They some weeks ago met a man
named D. a. Blackwell, who after
getting inteetheir confidence said he
Ead two friends in Paducah who
dealt in green goods, and advised the
Robinson brothers to buy. • Thz
brothers to buy. The brothers came
here Sunday to meet the two money
makers, and Tuesday night • the
Robinsons v.-ere taken to room No.
12 at the St. Nicholas hotel on South
Third street, by T. Warren and
Will Franklin, the "goodsmen." The
Robinsons counted over $450, for
$11,000 of the "queer." Warren
pocketed the $450, and then steppe.]
to the toilet room Fayette Robinson
going with him. When the latter
turned to take a drink of water,
Warren slid out a side door and
disappeared.
Fayette Robinson went back up-
broth
er that Franklin had stepped into
room 18 after $2,000 more of the
'green goods." They waited a mo-
ment, then entered 18 and found
Franklin had gone, by climbing down
the fire escape.
The Robinsons then reported to
the police who got warrants, but
have not yet got the men.
The Columbian Woodmen.
The beneficiars/ filed of the Col-
umbian Woodmen is set apart as a
sacred trust, under the provision of
the State of Georgia, by its Articles
of Incorporation, and not a penny of
it can be used for any other purpose




It is easy for short sighted men
to see the hand of the infinite in
calamity, and to lose sight of it is




When Brought Before Judge ia Told
He Would Have Almost ;teen
Justified in Breaking
Their Backs.
St. Louis, May 3o.—"I1 ,•,•ai had
broken their backs you would have
been almost justified," said Judge
Moore in the court of crin inal cor-
rection Monday in discharging Oscar
Benson, 22, who horsewhioped sev-
eral youths who ran from a pond
devoid of clothing while 'Benson and
)'is pretty bride-to-be were driving
by.
The young woman to whom Ben-
son is engaged was in curt with
two middle-aged women. All three
were handsomely gowned. She was
not called to the witness stand and
Beason refused to reveal her identity.
Benson was charged by Joe Arns-
meyer, 15, of 3424 Watson-rd, with
assault and battery.
It developed duong Cross ex-
amination by Attorney IL rry Walsh,
representing Benson, that he was
dr•ving with his sweetheart on Man-
chester-rd about 7 a. m. on May 15.
When they approached a pond
where a number of youths, ranging
in age from 15 to ilk were in swim-
flung, Benson claimed several of the
unclothed ones ran into the road
and cavorted about much to the em-
barrassment of his fair rompanion.
Jumping from his bu Ty Benson




Richmond, Ina, Alay 3)—The tirst
sensational procedure of the entire
session of the general assembly of
the United Presbyterian church
came today, when it was announced
that the assembly, by a decisive vote,
emphatically turned down the recom-
mendation of the committee on
Nominations that Rev. John A. Bur-
nett of Monmouth, Ill., should be
made general secretary of the Young
I'eople's society, on the ground that
the Rev. Mr. Burnett is a user of
tobacco.
The assembly took, the view that
he was not a proper man to .be at
the head of this organization of
young people, and substituted the
name of Rev. W. W. Lawrence of
Bellevue, Ill. It was asserted after
the-session that the Rev. M. +1.1-nett
is a minister held in high esteem, and
the fact that he smokes was the only
objection that could be raised to his
selection as general secretary of the
Young People's society. The action
was regarded as a most emphatic
declaration of belief of the church
in general that the tobacco habit
shall not be toleratd, especially in the
ministry.
MUCK RAKE TERM MISUSED
Colonel McClure Calls Attention to
Departure from Bunyan's
Idea.
Chicago, May 3o.—"As Bunyan
was the originator of the muck rake
man, in justice to him, we should use
the term in a correct sense, so to
speak," said Colonel S. S. McClure
yesterday at the Auditorium Annex,
where he registered from New York
late in the afternoon.
"Ever since be speech of Presi-
dent Roosevelt the muck raker has
been a familiar lichee in the columns
of the daily press and even the news-
boys in' the streets are using the
term with the greatest show of fa-
miliarity," continued Colonel Mc-
Clure, "but many have misunderstood
the sense in which the term is used
in the original story. According to
Bunyan, the muck raker is he who
casts aside the celestial crown for the
filthy lucre of this world. In other
words, he who becomes so intent on
getting every dollar possible that he
disregards the principles of morality
and justice in the muck raker.
"On the other hand, some of those
whoolitive used the term have applied
it to those engaged in discovering the
misdeeds of others, rather than to
those who have committed the mis-
demeanors. Undoubtedly, according
to Bunyan's definition, the muck
raker is he who has committed the
offenses rather than he who unearths
the offender and his crimes."
SOUTH TRIMBLE •
OUT OF RACE
Rumor That He Has His Eyes on
Lieutenant Governor's Chair.
1
 Frankfort, Ky., May 30.—The
Hon, South Trimble, of this county,
member of congress from the sev-
enth Kentucky district, last night de-
clared, that he would not seek a re-
nomina4on. The announcement
came as a surprise to Mr. Trimble's
most intimate friends here. He has
been in Washing-ton for several
months, returning 'here only Friday
last, an it has been generally under-
'stood throughout 'fix district that
he would stand for re-election.
Trimble's retirement will leave in
the field Col. tr. R. Allen and Pres.
Kimball, of Fayette; W. B. Swope.
of Owen; Catimbet1 Cantrill, of
Scott and Judge- James Morris. of
Oklhaan.
It is generally believed that Trim-
ble will be a candidate for lieuten-
ant governor.
The, district committee will meet
here Thursday, and will probably
call a convention to select a candid-
ate.
BRIDGE COMPANIES GUILTY
Seven Firms and Seven Agents
Fined for Restraint of Trade.
Norwalk. 0 , May 3o.—A jury in
the criminal court toeay returned
verdrict of guilty against seven
bridge companies and seven of their
agents for restraint of trade.
The icsonpanies were fined $3oo and
costi each, fire agents $25o and costs
each, Henry Ilugbes $125 and costs.
Those found guilty are: W. N.
Cleveland, H. G. Hammond, Henry
Hughes. W.:11. Lyons, J. H. Milton,
W. C. Laiblin, Canorm Bridge Com-
pany, !Massillon Bridge Company,
the Bellefontaine Bridge and Iron
Conmany and Brackett Bridge Com-
pany.
James Fs Adams. Jr., of the firm
of Adams Brothers Company testi-
fied that his firm secured a pooled
contract and paid "certain persons"
$1,3oo to be divilled among the oth-
er companies.
ACCUSED OF TAKING $2,000
Confidential Bookkeeper Arresed on
Complaint of Firm's Manager.
---
Chicago, May 30.—Theodore Pie-
per, 1506 Cornelia street, an expert
bookkeeper for the Geneva Optical-
compahy, 65. Washington streeet,
was arrested yesterday afternoon,
charged with embezzling $2,000 from
the Smith & Gibbs Sewing Machine
company, 22 Adams street. where lie
was confidential bookkeeper for
three years and whose employment
he had left three weeks ago. Ile
was arrested on coin-plaint of Frank
G. Towle, manager of the sewing
machine company, who came from
New York to investigate discrep-
ancies in the book* of the concern.
•
Must Pay Employes Semimonthly.
Indinapolis, Ind., May 3o.—The
supreme court today upheld the con
stitutionality of the act requiring
i;,anufacturing and mining compan-
ies to pay their employes semi•
monthly in lawful money. A judg-
ment for $i i8 as penalty for delay
in paying a miner his wages and
$50 fees, in addition to $58.99 of
wages admitted oi be due, was
affirmed against the Secleyville Coal
Mining company.
LICENSE REVOKED.
Lexington Saloonkeeper Who Sold
Liquor on Sunday Put Out
of Business.
Lexington, Ky., May 3o —The sa-
loon license of William Kinnard
was revoked by Mayor Combs today
because Kinnard was caught selling
liquor last Sunday. He denied the
charge and said it was only a dose of
bitters, but this did not save him.
EARTHQUAKE IN
PI3IN'NSYLVANIA
Tremor and Vibrations Felt.. Housel
Rock Gently.
Reading, Pa.. May 3o.—Reports
from southern Berk* county and the
Mester county line Tuesday after-
noon indicated earth tremors and
vibrations, which caused great alarm.
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St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
4
A
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion ot-1 of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip to ,Tennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave eerie'
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
Snot, in California.
Oroville, Cal., Mk, 30—Reports
fiorn Me' adjacent mountains .state
that one Of the worst snow storms
known its years is raging the snow,
in places being fifteen feet deep.
The streddis are frozen over, and the
miners are unable to obtain running
water for their operations.
I
rorptitilft—Exerciae.
Able to Sit Up. 
'Pile high school Junior class th
is
Mr. Ned Bradshaw is able to sit 
morning presents the first cif their
up at his home in the Rowland resi- 
opening features at the Wrishingtrf
n
dence on North Seventh near Madi-
building, and tomorrow their closing
son streets. He has been seriously 
one.
ill for several weeks, and on account
[of hit advanced years, 95, doubtswere entertained for his recovery.
Young Lady Improving. •
Miss Georgia Moxley is able to
sit up at her }Rime on Sixth and
Monroe soreete, after a several days
sickness with fever.
Others Ailing.
The Louisville papers say Mr.
Blake Godfrey was painfully bruised
during the L. 8r N. wreck in that
c;ty several days ago. He is the Y.
M. C. A. worker formerly of this
city.
Mrs. Barney Clairey is improving
at Riverside hospital where she was
LOST BOTH GAMES NOT WANTED HERE REVIVALS CLOStily.O.W. ELECTIO
NS
TAILENDERS HAND THE IN-




DIANS TWO DEFEATS 
REST AT ILLMO, MEETING END





Vincennes Takes Two From Cairo





Vincennes  it .621
Paducah t6 13 .55
2
Danville 16 13 .
552
Cairo —•14 15 .483
Jacksonville 12 13 .445




Viacennes 18-14; Cairo 2-5.





Mattoon, Ill., May 30—In the first
game King's error saved Padui
cab from a shutout. The
visitors were unable to hit Berryhill's
eiow balls. Brachic was hit freely,
but kept the hits nattered, except in
the fourth.
Innings ..1 2 3 4 5
Mattoon ...o o o o o
Paducah ...o o o o 1
Batteries: Berryhill
Brahic and Nippert.
In the second game Tadlock was
knocked out of the box in the second
inn'ug, Brahic finishing the game.
McCarthy kept hits scattered.
Paducah scored in ninth on Doyle's
error after two were out.
Innings 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—RHE
3lattoon ...3 I I 0 0 0 00 0-5 7 2
Iiaducah ...co co o o te co o o 1-1 7 4
Batteries: McCarthy and Schissell;
Tadlock, Brachic and Downing.
Umpire, Burke.
6 7 8 o—RHE
cs-3 9 4
o o o o—t 2 1
and Schiessell;
Vincennes 18-14; Cairo 2-5-
_ Vincennes, I nd„ May 30—The
home boys took both games today:
R E
Vincennes  t8 20 I
Cairo 2 3 1
Batteries: Pehlrie and Matteson;
Short and Wolfe.
R 14 E
\Incenses 14 18 2
Cairo 5 9 t
Batteries; Gay and Chenault; Wag-
ner, Morgan and Searles. „
Danville to--5; Jacksonville r—t.
Danville, Ill.. May ,o—The' Vets
won the first game by 'a score of
to to i and got the second on a
forfeit after Ifugher in an effort to
delay the game for rain, threw the
ball over the grandstand
R If E
Danville  to ii I
JEcicsonviIle  i 6 6
Batteries lfolycross and Shaw; Fox-
and Lotehaw.
Two innings were played of the
second game the score being 5 to 1,
fa vor of Vets.
JUMPS ON WHITELAW REID.
Congressman Shelley Thinks Ambas-
sador to Englnd is Entirely Too
Extravagant.
'Washington. May sloe -Representa-
tive Sherley's'epeech in the house
yesterday afternoon attacking Am-
bassador Reid, bail created a sensa-
tion. He launched out by saying
that. when a representative of Amer-
ica pays $4o,aoo for house rent in
London he is not representing but
Misrepresenting the coonrry that
..lhonors him. Then he procee
ded
•. with a five minutes' speech on 
the
• exeravseratice of American ambass
a-
dors in general arid Reid in parti
-
cular.
TAKES SECOND WIFE AT 1
9
Youth Turns to First Love Af
ter
Divorce and They Elope.
Sioux City, Iowa, May 3o.—eThe
;elopement of Lela V. Douglas of Sac
City and Albert L. Alexander o
f
Mapleton to Chicago, and their olub•
secinent marriage stak, Milwauke
e re-
vealed a remarkat4 ktory.
, The leridecroom, though but ree and
five year the junior of his bride, is
a prominent business man of Map
le-
ton and possesses an independent for-
tune in hie own name. life was re-
cently divorced, having married a
Blenco girl at the age of lye arid be-
ing made defcndaat in a divorce suit
on the ground of dreertion after a
• year of wedded life.
Diplornetic.
"And have yens any alarm clocks in
the house, ma'amr inquired the new
girl.
"Not one," replied tlie mistress a/.
;the house; "we don't need them.
Someone Stole Reins From the
Stable of Mrs. Kate Craig—Tow-
line Stolen From Factory.
Chief of Police James Collins yes-
terday rceived a telegram from Illmo,
Mo., stating that Charles J. Boyd
was under arrest there on the charge
of obtaining money by false pre-
tenses. The message was sent by
Mayor H. 0. Murphy of Illmo, and
fit- asked if Boyd was wanted in this
city, it being understood he lived
here at one time.
Chief Collins says he knows
nothing of any charge against a
young man of that name nor is such
a person here. The telegram did hot
state the nature of the circumstanceS
surrounding Boyd's plight
Drunkenness Charged.
Frank Ross, white, was arrested
and locked up yesterday by Officer
Lige Cross on the charge of being
drunk.
Reins Stolen.
Yesterday morning !qrs. Kate
Craig. of Hotel Craig, found that the
night before someone had entered
the stable behind the hotel annex and
stolen a pair of reins off the harness.
Towline Gone.
The furniture factory people of
Third and Norton streets have
barges moored at the Tennessee
river bank nearby, and yesterday
morning found that someone had
stolen about too feet of tVe inch rope
from one of the barges the night be-
fore.
Black and White.
Mrs. Denia Troutman; white, and
Noah Stewart, colored, pclre arrested
yesterday at the inecance of. the negro
man's wife, who clams the man and
white woman "are in each other's
company considerable." She charged
them with disorderly conduct.
HARDWARE HOUSE
CHANGED HANDS
(Continued From haat rage.,
Rev. Peter Fickle of Third Street
Methodist Church, Erected
Revival Tent.
Rev. R. E. Brassfield and Rev W.
W. Armstrong last evening brought
to a close the proteracted meeting
they have been conducting for the
past ten days at the Trimble street
Methodist church. Dr. Brassti eld
preached on "Peter On His Way To
Philippi,' and- it was a most excel-
lent discourse.
Knights of Columbus Entertained
With Delightful Social—Meet-
ings of Lodges.
The Columbian Woodmen last
night held a meeting at the Knights
of Pythias hall on Broadway near
Fifth street, and elected the fol-
lowing officers; Dr. David T.
Stuart, medical advisor; J. D. Elkins,
clerk; .R. T. Lightfoot, counsel;
INeston, banker; A. A. Atkins, pilot;
Mann W. Clark, herald; Marcus
The meetings have been Vtfy in" Solomon, guardsman; C. A. Tor-
tersming ones, doing much good, as mice, picket; W. H. Coleman, or-
a number of conversions and dwell. ganizer.
acklitions.svere effected. Rev Brass-
field will today reurre to his honk Knights of Columbus.
in .Barlow, Ky., where he is The Knights of Columbus last
tioned. evening entertained a large crowd of
frisnds with a very delightful n‘usi-
cale and literary progratme at their
hall in the Elks' quarters on North
Fourth street. Many excellent pieces
r o,_ t
he wer.: rendered, and hugely enjoyed
Jackson streets preparatory r 
proctracted meeting
ire opens by those there. Delicious refresh-
there tomorrow evening. The tent is 
ments were served the guests, dur-
ing the gathering which was presided
over by the genial city treasurer,




Rev. Peer Felds yesterday erected
'his large tent on the vacant tot on
South Fifth between Adams and
large enough for 2,000 people. The
site used is that whereon the new
Third streeet Methodist church will
he constructed. Dr. 'Fields will be
assisted by some eminent divines
during the meeting, one being from
St. Louis.
Church Social.
An ice cream and strawberry sup-
per will be given this evening by the
Maxon's Mill Ohristian church 
at
the renidenre of Mr. Edgar Ham
il-
ton. opposite the old Branch Hill
in that vicinity. A speciai program
will be rendered.
Luther League.
The Luther league of the Ge
rman
church will meeet this after
noon' at
Aro'clocik with Mrs. Charles Spe
ck of
Thirteenth and Tennessee streets.
Lally Child
Operated On
MR PAT LALLY RETU
RNED
FROM ST. LOUIS WITH
HIS SON.
tress always done by the Messrs
.
Scott will continue thriving all the
more prosperously under the new Ws. Dr.
management. The old owners w
ill
immediately commence winding up'
their connection with the retail
branch in order to turn it over to the
purchasers. Nfessrs. Henneberger
end Sirk are the only stockholders
of the new concern that will have
ective connection with the establish-
ment.
New Saw MIL
Contractor George Katterjohn has
started the brick work for the build•
tugs to be used by the Sherill-King
Ltember company, that is preparing
t9 start a new saw mill opposite the
cooperage works in Mechanicsburg.
Mr. Charles King, the well known
mill man formerly with the Sowell
koncern, and the new industry, which
will be ready for business within the
next few months. It will employ a
large number of mechanics when
completed and ready for trade. -
Culley Building.
'Contractor George Katterjohn yes-
terday completed the brick work up-
on the Roy L Culley clothing corn-
vany's building on Broadway between
Fourth and Fifth streets, and now
the carpenters are increasing their
forces, pushing forward the wood-
work part.
Buggy People.
President John V. Hardy and
Superintendent M. Hoagland of the








and Mrs. l'at Lally and little
sun riturned yesterday morning from
St. Louis where the parents had
taken the little fellow for an opera-
tion, which they hope will prove sue-
ccssful. The boy was sliding down
some stair banisters weeks ago, when
Elks Meet Tonight.
The Elks meet this evening in
regular weekly session at their
ledgeroom on north Fourth street.
Odd Fellows.
This evening Mangum lodge of
Odd Fellows meets at the-Fraternity
Wieling, and tomorrow evening the
Ingleside lodge gathers there.
of °Mahal, charging hem with tamper-
ing with the ballots in the recent re-
publican primary election.
Ten indictments were also returned
against election officers for alleged
misconduct in the operation of the




Destruction of San Francisco at
Jamestown.
The destruction of' San Francisco
by earthquake and fire is to be
made the subject of the most elabo-
rate mechanical Spectacle ever de-
vised which is to be eeen next year
at the Jamestown Ter-Centennial,
near Norfolk, on thl borders of






School Boys Won Their
of Baseball Yesterday
at the•Park.
for the :Avec: girl graduate and for
all occa•slcao, watches, rings, lockets,
chains, hatp:es, Eracelets, shirt waist
set, collar pins, also silver novelties
tacle is to be on the lines oP -the of all discriptions.
Johnstown and Galveston' flood pro-
ductions. The New Yoik . man who REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
controls a large tract of space for We handle all the finest and daint.-
amusement concessions at jiffies- est'articles with the utmost care,
town Ter-Centennial Exespsition next and make repairs that are abs
olutely
year said, "artists and photoeraphers satisfactory.
are already on their way to San 
Francisco to get the riaterial for re-
producing the disaster in miniature,
with fidelity of every detail. It is
Yeeteacily trisarning Superintendent
kitftryWthers finished' the program
4or the high school commencement
exercises to be held by the whiee
graduates one week from tonight at






&Aleatory Miss Eiisie Homiecher.
-One Touc:i of Nator•s 'Makes
he kll and was thrown over in such 
the Whole World Kiri."
a manner that his hip was dislocated. 
Chorus
He was met at the depot yesterday
and carried to their home on Tenth
and Trimble streets in Undertaker
Cuy Nance's ambulance.
Not Improving.
The condifon of Mrs. Dr. J. D.
Smith is not encouraging and she is
no better at their home on Ninth
and Jefferson streets, as a result of
breaking her hip several days ago by
falling. Her daughter, Miss Bettie
Smith, will arrive todo from Los
Angeles, Cal.
Boy Injured.
Clyde Moose, ine 15-year-old son
cf Grocer Wm. Moore of 1807 Ten-
nessee street, who drives the delivery
wagon for his father, yesterday
fell underneath the animal's hoofs
and was kicked in the head, and
on the leg. He was rendered un
-






Address .4State Supt. Jas. H. Fuque
"Anglo-Saxon. Ideals.-
Mtieic  Deal's Orchestra.
Valedictory ..Miss Willie Sntherland
"Florence Nightengaie."
Ch,firits,,Nre;rr Jane:. Class' of 'o6
Vincent.
sPresenation of Diplarnas 
• '4  
State Supt. Fuqua
Benediction  Lovitch
Music  Deal's Orchestra.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
probable that the spictscle will be 428 Broadway.
worked,,,out under tie direction of PHONE 772-A.
E. J. Austin, the Eng:ish artist, who
made successes of trie Johnstown
flood at the Buffalo Exposition and
the Galveston flood at the St. Louis
'world's fair, both of wtich are now
at Coney Island. From a showman's
standpoint the Frisco disaster tiffers
great possibilities, and we are going
to take advantage of them."
There is no virtue in the elation
over finding a fault that makes you
rirget .to fix it.
Miss Elsie Hotewischer is the salts-
tatorian and Mis.e Lillie Moyers Suth-
erlandthe valedictorian. The stage(
will be beautifully decorated and
seated thereon will be the graduat-
ing class, board of edrication, Super-
intendent Lieb, Professor Payne. and
Professcir James Foqua the latter
superintendent of pu'hlis, instructio
n
for the state, who will make- th
e
inain addrevs .of the evening, sand
also ware the diplomas.
II .4 
Owensbefei and Teouis.-711Te, to
he absent several days on business.
remodeling Front.
The contractors have commenced
tearing out the old front of the
John J. Bleich jevoetry establishment
on 'Broadway near Third street, and
will immediately commence putting
in the new plate glass one. It will
take a week or so to get the im-
provement finiehed.
Furniture Factory.
The furniture fatitory on South
Third street will resume tomorrow,
after a several weeks' dose-down for
repairs and enlargement. The im-
portance of this concern is evidenced
by a carload order for chiffinoirs re-
ceived yesterday from Milwaukee,
which is rtght in the reinter of the
big furniture world, which is being
successfully competed with by the
Both my husband and isnyself are jtcaI factory. operated on for appeftd
icitis.
early risers." P 
_ _ .
N
"Then I suppose. ma'am, one or The blantant liar may do more, it is not always the
 preacher who me°TrInt reported 
Myay A n'i ndc
the
p ougilat
the other of you will knock on my harm
 than he who speaks truth with talks the mast poetry who 
is doing minty grand jury today againit Wit-
door?"—Yonkers Statesman.' breath
. • most to makelife a poem. Ham II 
Elbourn; former .city clerk
School Boys Won.
Yecterday afternoon at the league
bell park the high school team de-
feated the Town CleAs by a 
score
of 6 to 4 after a fast game of hal
l.
Bacealaureate Sermon.
In louisville Tuesday the 
bacca-
laureate sermon for the S
outhern
Baptist Theological seminary 
was
delivered by Rev. Kerr B. Tupper,
 of
New, York, who was formerly 
pastor
of the First Baptist church of 
this
city.
HELD FOR ELECTION 
FRAUD
•
Former City Clerk of dr/tithe
 ,and
Ten Others Age %dieted,
NOTICE.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today;
363-r Egester; J. M. W., Attorney,
5o2Y, South Seventh.
2665 Perkins, Lem, Res., go8 Brun-
son avenue.
2582 Perry, J. 0., Res:, 717 South
Eleventh.
2216 Luft, J. F., Res., 8032 Broad-
way.
2664 Glass, Sammie, Res., 308 SoutIt
Ninth.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and value.
We have in the city over 3,000
snbscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co.; ouside of the
city and within the county we have
6.3 time's as many subscribers as the
Independent Co. Yet we will *lace
a telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home.
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..High clasa Moving Pictures and
Illustrated Sags, by Miss Zula Fay,
Fox.
Evenings at 8 and 9:3o. Matinees
Wed. and Sat.
Entire change of program weekly.
Loeb & Malone, Props.
First-Class
Watch Work






Moved to 315 BroadyIrrer=iimmemumena_--
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUEt IN WA
LLPAr
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE 111E BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
MUM=
For tee next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
!se per roll.
..Paper usually srltd at roc we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
as amen
CI LEE 315 BVIIIrs
0 !Yr
HELEN JASPER. RING THE CURSE OF SPAINRECRUITS FOR ARMY ) RUSSIAN GHOST STORIES.
Murder Revelled by Spirit Visitant
NOT MANY APPLICATIONS AT and a :...trange Warning
of Death.ELECTION TIME.
The Sort of Men Who Are in Zvi,
dence at the Government En-
listing Office and Their
Number.
"Recruiting?' The keen-eyed majoi
'tithe has charde of the recruiting office
Ca Third ttire,ntie swung around in his
swivel chair. "This is the dull sea-
son for recruiting. There is no other
time of the year when there are sa few
enllstnienta." -
'Tor what reason? Oh, the eketton,
'I think. The men can get more work
' anel better Pay outalfie Just now, an.
• they are not so anxious to Join tile
array."
"Then It isn't always patriotism
that makes them enlist?" '
The kindly. faced 'tidbit* ChonW-111
head, relates the New York Times.
"No. Sometimes it's because they're
•out of work and hard up. Others join
the army through love of adventure,
but there are rle," the fighting
snan's blue eyes kindled; "there are
asozne who join foe love of country."
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
':tooked nearer 17 than 20, entered the
-room. He had passed the physical
• examination and safely run the gan-
let of the other departments and had
at last reached. the final court. The
• recruiting officer looked the boy over
with a military keenness that was not
‘euthindly.
"Your age?" he asked, in a lir:s.:
tone.
"Twenty-one," answered the bay.
"Will your parents certify to theft'
"I have none," sad the youth, stea.l.,
tly, but With A nervous fingerieg, of Ws
aoft hat. "I'm an orphrua."
The officer asked • him several otter
-questions and brought the interview
• to an abrupt close.
"I can't take you In to-day," he Paid,
-and as the boy's face clouded, he add-
ed: "Bring certifications as to your
age and character and a recommenda-
tion from the last man for whom pm'.
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
-enlist you to-morrow."
"It's his age," explained the major.
"He doesn't look anywhere near 21."
"But can't boys of 38 enlist?"
"Certainly, but not without OW:
siarents' consent. They hare to biting
papers from their perents and Ittiers
of recommendation before *u'll take
them." .
"And married men?"
"Generally speaking, in times ol
peace they're .earred. Unless the coin.
eel of some regiment is willing to take
a married man it is against the regal
lations to collet him. You understand
there's no provisloe made by the, i4va
eminent for the supoort of the If -
Hies of soldiers. The men cannot live
with their families, and it is out ol
the question to move them about the
country, so the beoedicts are practic-
ally barred from the ranks.
"Yes, indeed, they sometimes slip
lin. They desert their wives, and
think they can escape in that way.
And some of them, if they get tired of
army life, or think they are in Any
dangert resurreot their wives, as it
were, and use them as an excuse for
their discharge from the service.
'Then they are dishonorably dig
'charged for hiving enlisted by fraud.
"Most of the apulicauto prefer the
Infantry and artillery to the cavalry
because there Is much less work in
the first two. A cavalryman hes. to
take care of his horse as well as his
equipments; he has the weak of the
Infantryman and about as much again.
01 the field, whea camp I Pinched,
be has to look out for his horse before
he can attend to his owt( wants. The
artillery offers the most adventsge&
The men like to be stationed at bouts
here along the coast, where most of
'the artillery is.
"On an average in this (Ace we ter bee-hunter le apt to be hawkeyed.:*are from 1,200 to 1,500 enlistments a He watches the black mounting speck.'year. For the past few years San
Francisco has broken the record for
velietmente hut that is because tbere
are more recullatments there than
anywhere else. All the soldiers
twought hack from the Philippines
land in San Francisco, and the 'great
number of those who again enter the
army enlist In the western city."
In a certain, town in the province of
Minsk, West Lassie, a peasant sudden
ly disappeared. He was last. seen alive
leaving the cl.,irch and going home to
his sister, with whom he lived, relates
an exchange.
One day; in a dream, his sister saw
her brother. i:e looked pale, his eyes
were closed, ai.d his legs were broken.
He told her tiva he had been mur-
dered by her h..sband and his brothers.
He mentioned i ae exact date and place
of the deed, ar l'added that his body
was put into a s ck and thrown into the
river. lie want :d her to find his body
and have it bar.ed in the family grave.
The dream 'was repeated several
times, and ,at the sister sought the
advice of 1)er aged father-In-law. He
told her thatt it v Juld be difficult to find
the body, and if the culprits were
brought to justic7 her children would be
left orphans; E after consideration,
the sister gave ;'r'atter up.
But her bro• spirit would not
rest, and appe.. _ .a a dream in the
above manner to a friend of his. Soon
the news spread to the local authorities,
who took the matter up. The river was
searched, and the boi..• was fou.nd in the
exact spot indicated.
This discovery had such an effect on
the murderers that they at once con-
fessed. They gave all details of the
crime-how, after service, they took him
to a mill where they all dined, and on
leaving for home they attacked their
victim. Finding that the sack was too
small, they cut od`the legs, tied a. stone
to his neck, and threw him in the river.
The above is eertined to be perfectly ac-
curate by the local authorities.
A Russian paper relates the following
as Daring occurred ,n an officer's family
at the time of arr'otrtbreak of cholera.
The eldest son was in an office in a town
nearly 200 miles from his home.
One morning the family were visited
by an undertaker, who said he had re-
ceived orders from a person, whom he
described, to make a coffin for their eld-
est son. The father replied that the son
was far away, and that all the family
were alive and well.
Directly afterward a message came
that the eldest son had died of cholera
at/the same time that his exact sim-
ilitude had been seen by the under-
taker.
HOW TO FIND BEE TREE.
Hunteers Have a Simple Method
Which Is Almost Invariably
Successful.
Turtle in the Natl.
When the last western pouch was
ibmught from the railroad statioe at
Paterson and flumped on the distribut-
ing table 'at the post office a huge snap-
,ping turtle walked out of the pouch and
seated itself on top of the pile of mail.
It-tEen rlaTe its way to The stamp
partmei The turtle had enough
stains an its back to take it to its desti-
nation, but the paper containing the ad-
dress had a lost in transit. Under
the rules of the department, the turtle
will be sent to the dead-letter office un-
less the sender can be found, and will
forward enough staseps to cover its
Shipment back. Meanwhile, the car-
• riers' association haW,adopted the turtle,
land, despite the department rules.
/talks hopefully ot being able to relegate
-the turtle to the itoup-pot.-Newark
Mews.
4 Zverything:Accepted. '
"You seem to HAIM a good deal ad
'Oat man." i
"Welli I ought to," admitted the yeatag IfOOPer? '
author. "He's the only person whgl Diggsby-fiure thing. I loaned him
Sever rejects my contributions." g eopy of Shakespearemore than a year
"Ah, editor, eh?" . , ego and he Whey% it ever since.-Chi-
"No; he pasties the plate at our (ego Daily News.
illturch."-Fittaburg Nei.
Are They All Here?
Some bee hunters simply put ours bit
of honeycomb, or even trickles of honey
on a clean chip, never resorting to the
pungency of scorched wax. And these
are apt to mark their bees with sprinkles
of dour in order to trace their fligbL
Whatever the bait, says the Country
Oalendar, it is set on a stump, or stone,
or fallen tree, In some open glade of
deep woods. As certainly as the woods
hold even one bee tree, there will soon
be a dozen bees sucking with all their
might. The bee hunter, stock still,
watches them narrowly, aiming always
to sprinkle those that come first, since
he knows they are from the nearest
swarm.
Commonly he follows the earliest bee
at its first rise. If he loses it he goes
!back for another. He may wait to sea
half adores take flight from their lines;
making up his mind as to the bee tree's
probable direction. If all of them take
one course he has plain sailing-it lei
only a matter of following that *multi
keeping his eyes and ears the while very
wide open. If there are crossffightik:
bees scattering in all direction hes. t'.
thing to do is to follow the beet Marked:
line hones. if possible in the wake of e.
laden bee, and put out fresh bait for the'
others upon another del.
Following a laden bee is not so easy.
The spiral rise is confusing--but a mem-
until it strikes line, then runs along its
line, knowing well it will go straight to
within a few feet of the hire. At the
blame portal there may be a slight
referee, even a fighting upon twigs or
the trunk itself before crawling in home.
The entrance may be a knothole, or an
tanieent looking crack Or seam. What-
ever it is, it is apt to show a faint yel-
low-brown stain, got from the 
passingin and out of so many bees, wax And
honey )aden.
Had Sailed on Soup.
An old captain and his mate, feeling
hungry, the other afternoon went into a
sestaurant on the  _MUM frontant_nr-
dered dinner. 'the waiter, with consid-,,
erabie flourish, placed a plate of thin,
watery looking liquid before each of
em.
"Say, young fellow, what's this stuff?"
li'mited the captain, gazing In amaze-
ment at the concoction under his nose.
"Soup, sir," replied the waiter.
"Soup?" shouted the old sea dog.
"Soup! BUI" Malin; to the mate),
"Just think of that ' ere you and me
'have been sailing on noup all our lives
an' never knoWed it till now."-Wash..
Ington Life.
Meet Diecarded.
In Uruguay, unLtIwithin a
the nal• of hides wad the •
i lI VAP 
a
etr.e
tattle industry that yiel
ell awn Wog nontla
'expert Testimony.
Higgins---Do you know anything
About young Sorrow's ability as a book-
Bacon - I e e used tø be very cone.'
mon ihEuPpe,1bUt now ithey say yelu
can't nail as4r ofjhein there.
tiod liras have been al
egbeet - , , helve 0 r emigra,-
er to itlfe
_ .. ._ ....-
.--Yonkere Stateemiin.
BY PHARR HIIRBURT O'HAILL;
•
Marlowe was in to-day and really
seemed quite enthused over his new
fencing master. Marlowe thinks there
never before was such a fencer as this
new instructor, and Marlowe himself
Is no novice at the trick.
But I'll wager a penny Marlewe's nem
fellow couldn't hold a candle to a cer-
tain young chap I happened to knoW
back some seven or eight years ago.
It was down in the tropics when I was
In the service. I was clerk to old Henry
Jasper-Henry Chauncey Jasper-per-
bilge you've heard of him. If you have
not, I may as well tell you he had some-
thing like a half million and was down
In the tropics just to please his only
daughter, Helen-and a dream she was,
too, just about twenty and not a month
more.
Old Jasper's one hobby, beside § Helen,
was fencing, and I can tell you he took
a pile of pride in his aktil at the MM.
Well, one day there strolled into the
consulate a tall, handsome fellow with
the biggest, dreamiest brown eyes I
ever saw on a man. His cheeks shone
red through the olive of his complexion
and I marked him down, right then and
there, as a heart smasher, and proud of
the profession, too.
Whigs I wasesizing him MP he was
asking in his low, musical tones:
. "May ',speak with the American con-
sul, Mr. Henry Chauncey Jasper, I be-
lieve?"
I led him to Jasper. Later I learned
that he had come with a letter of in-
troduction, being the nephew at an ac-
quaintance and sometime friend of the
consul. I wasn't much surprised wile*
Jasper told me the fellow was a Euro-%
peso prince, Henri Delavour by name.
• As time went along Prince Henri cams
oftener and oftener to the consulate
and mostly spent his time with Helen.,
If he were a heart smasher, sal had Ise
ferred, you couldn't have told it frogs
Helen's attitude (I confess I watched the
case with interest), although her feel-
ings might have been anything from re-
pressed' contempt to deep love.
The father all this time was becoming
something of an admirer of the prince.
One day the prince came into the con-
sul's rooms looking pretty much "down
In the face." The expression in his eye,
couldn't kelp but make one feel sorry
for him. What seemed ItrightY strange
was that. ha carried a sword in his hand.
He went to Jasper. speaking quiskly and
to the point
"Mr. Jasper," he said, "I have come
to you upon rather an embarrassing er-
rand. I gambled a bit heavily last night,
and the consequence is I haven't enough
money to take me home. To tell the
truth, Mr. Jasper, I have no money' at
all left. I can cable, of course, but I
don't Want to, sir. I have remained
here longer than I should . . . and,,."
Here the prince paused.
"Well, sir, to come directly to the
point-can you lend me enough?
return it as soon as I reach home. You
know my uncle well enough to believe
me, and this sword is sufficient security,
I guess, for these jewels in the hilt are
worth a fortune, they say."
Henri lay the sword upon the desk be-
fore them and waited for the consul to
speak.. If old Jasper was pleased with
the fellow's frankness he was enraptured
with the sword. Probably this led him
to make the offer he did.
"The sword is an excellent one-a
marvel!" he exclaimed. "I'll tell you
what I'll do-of course you fume.
prince?"
Henri nodded, smiling.
' "Weil, sir, suppose we fence to decide
the question. If you can be me at
fencing, prince, you shall have anything
you ask. If not, then you forfeit the
sword. In either case. though, let me
assure you that I'll advance the loan,
and gladly. Is it a go?"
Still smiling the prince again nodded.
Jasper took down his sword and the
two removed their coats and collars and
rolled up their sleeves.
For a long time they thrust and par-
ried, neither 'gaining an advantage
Jasper must have seen that he had met
his match and the prince surely must
have realized that a victory over his an-
tagonist might be gained only by the
most subtle trickery.
And that, indeed, was what won the
day. It was a trick learned in Italy
that enabled Henri te soap the (tonsure
blade, and then he stood, his point jute
touching the breast of his laughing
victim.
"What a swordsman!" gasped Japer,
shaking Henri's hand. ':And now, your
price, prince?.
"My price," said the prince, very
slowly,'"is the hand of your fair daugb•
Let."
d tenter 'darted- ---itr-Millireinfent
Then he laughed outright, his admire
tion for the prince's cleverness over
coming all else.
"She's yours," he cried, ngain, taking
the young man's hand. "Yours
prince!"
But Helen JaSper never became Prin
fess Detavour. For the clever European
bear t masher had forgotten that per
haps the lady herself might have a epee
in the question.
She who might have been the twin
Nes is Just now remonstrating agaiusi
my absorption in this 'letter," foe such
she believes it to be-while little Henri
is claiming ettention by very voelferoto
means.-Cleveland Leader.
Dangerous Ground.
Daughter-We have been to see thi
greet nave in the new cathedral.
Mamma - Hush! bonit' inentlos
games, my dear; I know the mita to
what* you r4fier..-/Town Topic&
- 
• Quite a idfferenee.
"I love tpy love in the morning,"
wig the young man, ardently.
"Ruhr" exclaimed her younger bro
they, "you hain't never soca her itt Inc
morning yet.."-ellek.
Simple Band Is Known as "ltephia.
to's" and Brings Misfortune
to Dynasty.
There Is always a distinction and a
sort of pride In possessing something
which no one else has, even if that
something is reputed to be a dispenser
of misfortune and history can show
that the possessor is sure to get into
Nrouble through it. Until very re-
cently the Spanish royal family was
in this unenviable position' and this,
lasted from about the 'middle of the
sixteenth century until after the time
of the Spanish-American war_
This unique but unfortunate posses-
sion is nothing more or less than an
Innocent-looking but rather wonder-
ful ring, and because it is reputed to
be the farrier of ill luck it has been
dubbed "Mephisto's ring." In appear-
ance it is. similar to an ordinary mar-
riage band of solid gold with the ex-
ception that it is set with a large and
perfect emerald, the center of which
has been hollowed out and contains
a ruby so cut as to fit exactly. Around
these at the edge of the emerald are
alternately set pearls and diamonds of
about the size of pin heads.
Although this ring is said to be
Quite valuable and to haves wonderful
history attached to it, no one can be
found in Spain who is willing to take
It even as a gift, and this because it
Is universally known what "Step/date's
ring" means.
This evil ornament cams into Span-
ish possession at the time of the reign
of Philip II., but how no one seems
to know. History tells that during the
reign of this monarch and those of
his successors, Philip III. and Philip
IV., the country was slowly but surely
on the decline. This ring was in the
possession of all these kings. From
the reign of Philip IV. to that of
Charles IV. the ring cannot be traced.
but it then again springs into exist,
enc., and history tens of the dis
estrous wars between Spain and Eng
land during the time of the last-named
monarch.
Next Philip's son, who ascended the
Spanish throne as Ferdinand III., to
taken prisoner by Napoleon and the
Spanish throne is given to tire brother
,of the French emperor. Then comet
tne Carnet rebellion under Ferdlnand's
daughter, Isabella IL, and the banish
went of Queen Christina; the war with
the Moors; the banishment of Queen
Isabella in 1868; the general scenes
of anarchy and bloodshed during the
years of 1871 and 1874, anti finally the
quarrels between Spain and her cob>
ales, wbieti resulted in the disastrous
SPellish-American war.
At the time of the commencement of
the recent war between Spain and the
United States this ring was presented
by the Spanish royal family to s
church in the hope that having a re
ligious institntion as Its owner Its evil
rffects would be averted This did
nothing toward changing its influence,
for almost immediately after Its recep-
tion by the church this house of wor-
ship was burned to the ground, and
the ring was thereupon returned to
Its donor.
It was then given to a moseum, but,
like the church, this was also destined
to receive harm, for it was twice (a
thing said never to happen) struck by
lightning. The ring was again re-
turned to the Spanish royal family,
where it remained for some time. The
last defeat of the Spanish army sad
navy is claimed to be due to this ring.
At present no one will take the re
sponalbility of the ownership of this
jewel, so it has been placed in a stroas
box and secretly berried.
:plosive Gems.
It is not uncommon for a diamond
to explode soon after it reaches the
surface; some have been known to
burst in the pockets of tire miners es
when held in the warm hand, and the
loss is the greater because large stone,
are more liable te explode or Hy is
pieces than small ones. Valuable
stones have been dertroyed in this
way, and it is whimpered that cunning
dealers are not averse to allowing re
sponsible clients to handle or carry in
their warm pockets large emits),
fresh from the mine. By way of safe-
guard against explosion some dealers
Imbed large diamonds in raw potato
to insure safe transit to England.-
London Chronicle.
*clips* in Malta.
An engineer who viewed the rticent
eclipse of the sun from his station In
Malta thus describes the effect of the
darkness on the inhabitants of that is-
land: "The Maltese nearly went mad
with fright, thinking the world was
eoutlag to-aa-end.- All the people
the village where I am living ran into
the (thumb, while some rang the
church bells and some even fired off
large squibs (something of the fire-
works tribe. I mean), but it WAS all
over in about a quarter of an hold
and then the Maltese left the church
and made their way back to their
houses, still looking very much
scared."
Culled His IluL
Miss Cutting-I have nften wondered




Will bring pleasure to your
tome during the long sum-
mer eveinngs. They are run-
fling now at our store. Come
in and' hear them. Then











will cure that awful pain.
NHas cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 er 137 and
we will gladly tell woo ab•ut it
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.'
Seventh and Jackson Bt. 'Phone say.




Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches-lievere or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
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Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, 12114
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
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FREE TO IVIRYBODY. SEND POR IT.
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Abram L. Well ec Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell BlockMr. Olibb-Alt, you flatter me, Miss
Cutting. Office Phone 369."Not at all!" sold she. "If I could
spin off fairy tales as easily as you
can, I should certaitily try to put
them into beak farm !"-Detrelt. Tree
Press.
Retail Cleaft.
at least two masters who weal do any
"Well,"' said the optimist, "there are
grafting this session."
"Oh, I don't know," growled the
- 1 .. . .)PitlenaltY;. BUildial' -suwaconfirmed pessimist. "They'll both 
'Office phone, 42,4_Amake • pretty good rake-ott on thole '







PEOPLE WHO "STITT IN" wHiug
CAMERA IS WOREING.
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Wow-
ing Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
"Our work is sometimes seriously
interfered with by the buttinskis, and
then again there are times when their
*lamming In helps us," said the man-
ager of a moving picture concern, who
himself frames up the incidents and
supervises the taking of the pictures.
"It is impossible to guard against the
folks with the butting-in habit, for
when they see anything unusual com-
ing off on the street or in any public
place their natural busybody instinct
takes hold of them, and they're bound
to nudge up and take a hand in the
proceedings.
"Over in Trenton • few weeks ago
I fixed up a horsewhipping scene.
The fine part of the set was easy
enough to get It was a scene in a
restaurant, in which a pretty girl.
seated at a table a little distance away
from another table at which a frolic-
some man with • homely wife is din-
ing, falls to making goo-goo eyes al
the man.
"The &mond scene, in which 1 se
ranged to have the horsewhipping take
'Place, took place outside the resent
rant. We'd got pollee permission to
take the pictures, and I bad two or
*hree men stationed In front of the
vestaurant to keep the crowd back
-while the phony horsewhipping was is
progress.
"When everything was all at and
the machine was ettappleg away at the
homely wife laying the lash across
the face and shoulders of the flirter
tious girl—the lash loosed like rattan,
but it was a phony, and didn't hurt
at all -our troubles began.
"First • big vannigan of. a may
slammed In and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
beelIng that he didn't 'believe In sew
trig no woman stinging another worn-
an like that, and that queered one set
of films. The machine bad to be
'stopped while the big buttinski was
'being informed that the thing was
orly a tableau, and that he didn't
'Wong to the picture.
-He took the gibes of the crowd sour-
ly, at that, and looked to be in so
-much of a mind to kick ear gear to
"loess that I had to get a cap to walk
the down the street
When we got all set agate and the
'horsewhipping of the flirtations girl
was once mo-e going on a scrawny
le-eche-faced woman, wbo had tuft
ectned the outer circle of the crowd,
ear d who wasn't up to what was cone
erg off, rushed into the scene with a
'shriek, grabbed my two acttng women
rby the hair, and started in to rough-
tbouse them both for thetr 'indecency
In fighting on the street' sash. yelled
est 'them. The machine bad to be
-.stopped again.
"The incident as I had frame ti
ler didn't call for anything like that
11 had It arranged that after the whip
"leg had proceeded for a space the
gellty husband of the homely wife
as to rush in and attempt to pep
state the two women, when his wife
-vivre) turn on him with the lash, cane
tug him to skiddoo down the street
The girl with the goo-goo eyes was te
*shoe the whip from the sear worn-
SU'S hands and art In to get bunk
for the cuttin• she'd reentered, the
scam ending ve that way."
CLTHRONING OF ALCOHOL
illasieg Brought About by the Mere
.ern Spirit of Scientific
Research.
Another potent factor in the throu
fug of alcohol has been the spirit ot
scientific. research of recent yeare.saye
an Open Letter, In Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have ,been
carefully studying.the effects of aleo
hrlic liquors upon .the various organs
of the body, and, although they di/feels
their conclusions upon some pointeeths
result is that those physicians who have
most °tomb, followed these Mycelia.
Mpg have, almost or, entirely, abJuzed
alcoholics as a neceratery part of that,
therapeutic outfit. Mese elaborate
studies of alcohol have-convinced mane
that the nourishing and strengthenina
properties fownerly aserjeed to alcohol-
ics 'liaised only in the imegination, and
belong to theerrors of &neer which had
dseiheiew iereereetreate-
The food qualities of the grains and
fruits. It ds now believed ley many au-
thorities. are dea•royed in tee process ot
making alcoholic drinks. Even the
.stimulating qualities ascribee toalcohol
lare denied by tunny, who clasr It among
.the narcotics beceinee of its eepressant
•eilect.
*Wien Game Was Cheap in gamuts.
Eien as late as CeS6 and ler vent-
aeon etas as cheap as beef in the fall.
'the olioiceht cuts selling for 11% -none
a poutd, while wild turkeys made hE
had for 75 cents eerie when tame '(fir
emys ncelarger sold for a dollar. Dame
it wild geese were hard to get rid et,
M so one liked their meat. Thew
woe little _fishing, not seerly so Well
as new, ant the fish were nearly all
perch or en'. The tine herd of 200
head of deer In \Uncle Joe Lewis' deer
park came from a pair he caught in
the early days mid penned up in a
pazdure tot—Aethony Republican.
Congo gait Ils-shes.
Along the centre/ PS, of the Congo
river there are a le leber of salt
marshal. The Af-t.' die, shallow
holes In then, whence issue stream*
of hot water which, on being IMP
._ anted, leaves a residue at
RICK MAN IN THE ARCTIC, 
Young Englishman of Means on Xs.-
ploring Expedition in Polar
Region.
An enterprising young Englishman
named Alfred H. Harrison started last
summer down the Mackenzie, the great
northern river of Canada, to spend the
winter somewhere in the neighborhood
of its mouth. His winter camp is sup-
posed to be in the delta among the
Eskimo. Next spring he expects to
set out on an exploring expedition
into an unknown polar area.
All the maps show a great number
of arctic islands to the north of this
continent. But the western part ol
this region has not yet been explored
excepting very near the coast, and
there is a stretch of about 1,000 miles
of sea to the wont ofIndiale ?atria
Island and Basin itsaalbreeektrere nol
• bit of land is skew',
The Jeannette cleated through the
middle of this region without Deena
land until she got north of the Nee
Siberia islands, where she discovered
three islands. No reason is knows
why there should not be other islands
and Harrison's purpose is, if possible,
to fled new lands, should any exist is
Ibis part of the Arctic.
Harrison has one advantage eves
most explorers and that is that he ID
a man of means. All he had to dc
was to select his field of work, settk
the bills for his outfit, and go on his
way.
He is bearing the whole expense
helmet except that he received a loam
of scientific instruments from the
Royal Geographical society; and some
of the sledges and other equipment
need by a south polar expedition
were presented to him-
The work before him is difficult lend
hazardous, but there is every reason
to hope that be may be able to add
something at least to our knowledge
of this unknown area. He is an ex-
perienced traveler, and has trained
himself very thoroughly to carry out
his work on scientific lines. He has
a otuniber of excellent assistants and
expects to buy dogs of the Eskimos
to the Mackenzie delta.
Ancording to our present knowl-
edge, It is doubtful if the more aortle
ern arctic waters in this region con-
tain any islands. Not far north of
Franz Josef Land Dr. Nansen came
upon a ma with soundings of 2,000
asthenia
It is believed that this deep sea ex-
tends ever the whole of the north
polar area to within 100 or 160 miles
of the contlnents, if this is the case,
no land is likely to be found, eoreept
on the continental shelf, where the
soundings rarely exceed 300 fathoms.
1.1 Harrison discovers new islands, the
probability is that he will find them
wtthhi 200 miles of the coasts of
horn America or Asia.
FARE WAS PARTICULAR.
Humane Young Woman Gave Cabby
a Most Unpleasant Ben-
The young woman was about to -take
a ride in • cab. She was evidently a
humane young person, -because, when
the driver of the vehicle brourht it at
tier signal, she proceeded to questioe
Ma. relates the BaltImure News.
"Hee your horse done much work to-
day" she asked.
"He's just come oat of his stable
lady." replied that person, monde
ctously.
The Ora 'eft the quadruped's sides,
"He seems to he very warm,'' she
ventured.
"Yeastim; his stable's wain. Beet e,
heap more comfortable trotting &bole
then be Is in his box stall"
The youreg wotaisit peered at his
hoofS.
"Are lib, shoes all right" she asked.
"Sure." said the driver. "We
have • veterinary who shoes the
tones every morning before they
come out of the stable, and every
evening Wane -they go in."
"Is he very old!" faltered the art
gingerly proddine the horse's' lip to
a vain attempt -to see his teeth.
eolt, miss,' responded the driver, se
piously. "lie ain't been in harness
urire'n a year. But he has the sweet
dirposition err Anne and he's as
steady as an old eons. He's a z-egulaa
kitten for geellttees*and spirits."
Tote young worean smiled as ono
Atm feels that she has done all she
can tie the cause of eumanIty. "Well,'
she taid, "don't &Mee, fast," and
etopeed into the vehicle.
"If desre's anything J. nate it Is to
take few. S. P. C. A. heftzes a-riding,'
confided eke driver is a growl to a fee-
low cabanan as he adjusted his reins
"Every time I try le make this old
brute trot a. bit now she'll he poking
up the tree and a-screaming at- me.
I sure do hope his shoes'll stew on till
I get her wherever she's a-palate."
Om,
Friends ler Self-Defense.
litiks—T tall yarn what it la thew is
I reotiaing like itaving, lots of friendee
presume not.
Jialose- No, sir. itia soon as I lose el
eob my friends go all' around hunting
a nee weal for me so -is to save nes I
the trouble ot, borrolelne f/0111
tray Stolle& ..1k -
THE LAKE OF SACRIFICE.
Louisiana Body of Water About I
Which There Is an Indian 1
Legend.
Lake Ca-ta-ou-la, the sacred lake of
the Indians, lies ensconced, as it were,
in the deep solitude of the forest
which skirts the Attakapas prairie on
the east side Of the Tectie at about
nine miles from the town of St. Mar-
tinville. The beauty of its scenery
and its picturesque landscapes have
probably no equal in the state, st.ya
the New Orleais States. Its waters
have the transparency of crystal, and
its depth averages from 90 to 10u
feet.
The word Ca-Mem-la means the take
of sacrifice. The following legend, as
dramatic and tragical as the Biblical
narrative of the death of Jephthales
daughter, gives us the origin of that
name.
The Tetimetcheo Indians, being
threatened with dire calamity, the na
etre of which we know not, their
prayermen consulted their oracles, and
were informed that to propitiate the
great hianiton and to avert the calame
'y a fair maiden of the tribe was to
be sacrificed to the cruel god and her
soul drowned in the placid waters of
Lake Ca-ta-ou-la.
The beautiful At-ta-la, the fair
daughter of the chief, offered herself
as a willing victim to propitiate the
Great Spirit
Dressed in all the finery and pic-
turesqueness of apparel of an Indian
princess, she repaired to the lake in
whose waters she was to find a watery
grave, followed by the weeping maid-
ens and the stern warriors of the
tribe.
She glided to her light canoe on the
waters of the lake until she had
reached the middle of the stream, and
with her eyes upraised and hands ex-
tended toward the heavenly mansion
o: the great Manitou, she offered him
her youth and her life blood as a
sacrifice to propitiate him and to
avert the calamity that threatened her
people.
With -radiant smile she then turned
toward the shore of the lake where
knelt the weeping maidens. She waved
her hand gently to them, bidding them
an eternal adieu, and plunged into its
caters, to be seen no more.
Supersititems persons assert that
even to this day in times of great
calamity and misfortune, whene the
moon spans the sky and shines serene
In the high heavens, streaking with
silvery fringe the gentle ripples ot
the lake, • shadowy form is seen gild•
.ng on Its waters in a light canoe, with
hands extended heavenward, and they:
say that all at once, uttering a will,
and unearthly shriek, the shadowy
form plunges 'headlong into the waters
and disappears, while the terror-strick-
en denizens of the forest answer the
shrieks with howls and lugubrious hoot-
tags.
From that lime Lake Ca-ta-onla be
/WO the sacred lake of the Indians,
and every year they -repaired to this
spot to propitiate the great Manitou
with their offerings and sacrifices'. Into
Its crystalline waters they plunged
themselves to get cleansed of the'r
moral and physical imeuritles; into es
sacred waters they dipped their
lets and arrows to avert approactens
calamities and to protect themselves
egaingt the devices of the evil spire
He who could not make this yearly
rev-Image felt despondent and on
happy, and his ingbility to follow In.
others in the -saintly journey bode,'
ben no good.
If while performing his lmrners.oe
In the lake one -should happen to
erown, hie memory was esseratereatel
his death was considered the :judg-
ment of the great alanttou as an atone
meat for the crimes committed fe
him
The lake is Mill called Ca-ta-on-101
the lake of sacrifice, but the gee.'
eianitou. like his wr.r.,Late,
Is now a thing of the past.
Frost Nelms Pat Turkeys.
"Cold weather makes fat turkeys:
said the poulterer.
"Why?"
"Because in a warm fen the groyne.
keeps soft, the vegetation lingers on
and the fields are full of worms and
bugs. What's the result? The resue
is that the turkeys, from sunrise till
dark, tramp the tempting fields on Jong
forages, eating the worms and bugs,
which thin them, and welter% all their
soft and fine dash into tough, stringy
muscle.
"A cold fell, with early frosts and
 freezes the ground and 
the bugs. Then the turkeys Ire not
tempted to wander. Tbey kat. In the
farmyard, gorge an ftbutdance of
CANNON STOPS HAIL,
SATISFACTORY RESULTS OF EX-
PERIMENTS IN FRANCE.
Deroage from Storms Absolutely
Checked In Localities Where
Fixing Has Been
Done..
The cannon defense against hail
forms the subject of a report to the
state department by United States
Consul Covert at Lyon, France. The
Hail Cannon society of Limas has
prepared a report on the use of the
cannon during the past year. The re
port deals with the experience of 2a
cannon-firing societies, which used 462
cannon in a number of storms. It ap-
pears that during the 15 years prior
to the use of cannon the losses from
halt amounted to about $3,088,000, and
that daring the five years in which
cannon have been in use in the slims
territory the losses were but $1511,411
Derrell; the year 1904 the same cons
attunes sustained no losses whatever
a fact attributed entirely to use or
cannon. The writer of the report
says.
"We base our confidence in the
efficacy of the firing on the fact that
the thunder and lightning ceased, the
wind abated and the clouds disap-
peared under the firing of the cannon,
and a rhild fall of rain and soft sdow
succeeded. These facts are undenia
ble."
The report reviews the results of
the firing in Sta storms during the
months of April, ray, June. July and
September. The results are generally
be same—cessation of the thunder
and lightning, dispersion of the clouds
and a slight fal: of rain and snow.
Where 'no cannon were used the hail
fell anti caused serious damages. "The
communes not defended by cannon
suffered enormously." In speaking of
one storm the report says:
"This storm war literally arrested
at the east on tbe boundaries of the
firing. In the northwest and a little
distance from the cannon a hurricane
swept over the country with violence.
everywhere causing great damage."
The report contains several pages
on the storm of July 22, 1904, which'
caused great damage in some parts of
the country got protected "by the can-
non. This hurricane caused incalcu-
lable damage in 29 communes. Two
communes, Lozanne and Belmont,
were entirely dee-est/se suet had
but a few cannon, one six and the
other eight. They are separated by
a great distance from the country that
Is provided with cannon." The mayor
St Lozanne, who is the president 'of
the society for defense against the
ball, wrote that his neighbors found
themselves upon the edge of the com-
munes where there was no defense
against the hail and were enable to
reedit aestorm of such violence. He
says: "During the first few minutes
of the storm the firing was followed
by the falling of a few soft hailstones,
and everybody noticed, even in that
general storm, that the thunder and
lightning diminished as the firing con-
'tinned, and -that the diminution was
caused by the cannon." In several
places all traces of vegetation disap-
peared and the consternation was
great in the wine-growing communes.
The mayor of Belmont reports that
the firing was powerless in his com-
mune oh account of the small number
of cannon.
The report mentions several locali-
ties where the firing was very active,
and it says the hail was checked when
the firing commenced. In the country
known as Arbreale there were, from
all accoUnts, but few cannon in use,
and the destruction 'from hail was
widespread and disastrous.
In the great Beaujolais wine dis-
trict, where the country "fairly brie
tied with cannon," the farmers say
that they found It necessary to fire
only on the boundaries of the large
vineyards, and that, as a rule, but
very little firing occurred in the cen-
ter of the field. The consul says be
has met a dozen or more large wine
growers who assert emphatically that
they have not the remotest doubt of
the efficacy of the cannon to destroy
the bail in the clouds and to turn it
into a mild rain.
—The use of cannon againet the
hail," says Consul Covert. "will un-
doubtedly continue in France write
some authority appointed by the gov-
ernment shall assume control of the
exiferirnents and demonstrate ft. im-
potency. ff such a thing be possIbls
l'armerr ef-oerbreette where but
few cannon were used, are preparing
to wage a more effective campgign
against the hail next year. Their
grain, and put on flesh like A midlie- president and the other oMcers of their
aged woman at a seashore hotel. societies are of the opinion that the
"But in a warm fall, hunting the ir- sole can„ or 10,sen tills 
y4.a,
resistible- bee, the turkeys do their to
or 20 miles regularly, and become ath-
letes. For athletic turkeys there la no
public demand."
rho Lawyer.
New, guess who it is that takes an
oath "wherebv he Invokes God's help
that be may do no falsehood nor con-
sent to the doing of any in court; that
he may not wittingly or willingly pro-
mote or sue any faese. groundless or
unlawful suit, nor give aid or eom
sent to the same; that he may delay
no man for lucre or malice, but that
he may conduct himself with all good
fidelity." Guess who takes that oath.
But you would neve* -gums ft in the
world. It is the lawyer.—Kansas City
Times.
Not in slat Case.
He—Do you believe that if ono per-
eon gives another a pair of scissors
if will cut their friendship"
ph, -Not if It's ales little pair of
silver esisrase with My monogram on.
•..enowerso‘.
was the failure to use a sefileg-re
number of cannon."
The litrain.of American Life.'
April 16, 1888.—Speaking of the
"strain Of American life," W de
eared that "every. man is trying to
outdo every other man—giving up
modesty, giving up honesty, giving up
generosity, to do it; creating a war,
every man againet every man; the
whole wretched business falsely keyed
by money-ideals, money-politics,
money-religions, money meo."—"Wite
Walt Whitman in Camden," In Oen
bury.
Force of Habit.
According to the New York sun. a
physician started a model Insane asy-
lum with a special ward for crazy
chauffebrs and motorists.
"But I don't am any patIetits," said s
visitor to whom the automobile ward
was shown.
"Oh." the physician replied. "they're
ell under the cots tieing the slats,"
THE 3IULCAH Y'S RISE
HOW IT BRED GREAT DIS-
COMFORT.
In the days when the Mulcahys
lived in the "Patch," Mulcahy, senior,
had been the dominating force in tee
household.
Mulcahy worked faithfully at thr
gas house year in and year out until
he had amassed a savings account that'
represented cotnparatiie wealth. Then
fortune, in the guise of the superinten-
dent of a stone quarry, knocked at the
door of the cottage down in the
'Patch," with the ant Ju acement that
the owner of the quarry was anxious
to sell it at a moderate price.
With the advent of prosperity there
came to the Mulcahy g:rls the natural
desire to better their reaidence. The,
bombarded their mother certinuousle
but all she would say was, "Ye'll have
to ask himself." "Himself" announces
with a growl every time that the ssb
lest was broached to elm that the oto
place had been good enough for their
mother and their fattier and that it
wouid have to be good enough fen
them.
Bet their constant pleadings and
complainings finally won from their
father a reluctsint cousent to purchase
'a house more suited to their improved
fortunes. Marion, who had been Mary
Ann; Juliette, who had been' Julies
and Marguerite, who had been Maggie,
finally decided on a residence In an ex-
clusive neighborhool fronting a small
parkway. Mrs. Mulzahy packed her
few belongings with a sigh. The con-
trol of the house bad been, shifted front
Jeremiah to the three daughters. She
anticipated trouble. for their supervicie
ion ells certain to he more personal
than that of her husband had been.
From morning till night it was fault-
finding in the house of Mulcahy. The
three girls were discontented. They
would not even acknowledge to them-
selves that the real reason for their
diswilet was the fact that the society
',else they had expected to be gladly
received in, once they had left the
"Patch," had taken absolutely no no-
tice of them. Not one of their new
neighbors had called on them. When
they sauntered forth in the afternoons,
breve in their finery, they met no one
who knew them They were lonely,
desperately lonely. They threw all the
blame for their lack of social success
on theiNpoor mother. Their childish
dread of their father prevented them,
from daring to correct him. Jeremiah'
cordially hated the elaborately deco-
rated rooms of his new mansion.
"Maybe it's all right, Mary Ann," he
said dubiously to his wife, "but I'd
like a place where I could smoke in
peace. Mary Ann won't let me smoke
hi the parlor and Julia won't let me
smoke in the library, and Maggie
won't let me smoke on the porch, and
the lady out yander"—he pointed in
the direction of the kitchen—"won't
let me set me foot in there at all."
All this did the little old woman
have to endure, until finally her health
gave way under the strain of loneli-
ness and worry and a real homesick-
ness for the place she had called home
for so long, Marlon promptly decided
that her mother needed a European
tour. She suggested it to the doctor
tentatively. The doctor was one of
the few of whom the haughty Marion
was afraid.
"I think that your mother needs ab-
solute rest and quiet," he told her.
He held an earnest conversation
with old Jeremiah with the result that
the la:ter announced that he would ac.
company Mrs. Mulcahy and that he
would not tell one of them where they
were going. The three stormed and
railed, but their Lather was adamant
No.. a word did they hear from them
for three weeks. By this time they
were in a frenee of fear lest death bad
overtaken the wanderers Then one
deg Juliette met down teem old Mrs.
Daly, who had lived next to them in
lhe ‘"Fatch.' There was no evading
the lady. Juliette assumed herimost
frigid manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
it with her first sentence: "I thought
you v.ere away whale your father and
mother were over is the old house."
"In tte :Id house r. cried Juliette.
"Snare rise but in the old house?"
demanded Mrs. Daly. "Arc, it's a flnu
sight better your ma '4 4.11p she came.
I suppose you'll be now that
you've come home'.
Under cover of the derknese that
night the three sister' t to the old
house that they ha-.1 .ze or ex;.e, "I to
be forced to enter train. As alsre s r-
ite -opened she deer Mee: *We .11,.
looked up from her knitting. Jerre:Lb
removed his pipe from between h
teeth to bid than CA11710 In. The three
had not waited for the invitation. They
had already beeun Its a storm agalnat
the citadel of se ? ey 113 they saw
better., 'leen. The., .1•
they cajoled, they
ened. Ilut Jeremiah ans A31,
were unmoved.
"It's ours," said the old man, "an i
we'll con here whenever It pleases
us. You can stay or you can go. We
are going to end Our days in comfort
You have what you want. We are
going to take what we want, for 'a
change. Aed if you show any mind
not to let tui, I'll make you come back
here and sell the other house. If you'll
mind your own business and leave us
to ourselves we'll divide our time be-
tween the two places."
Marion, who had been Mary Ann,
Juliette, who had been Julia, and Mat-
ruente, who had been Maggie, accept-
ed the decision of Jeremiah in silence.
The cld man held the balance of pow-
er. They looked at their Mother re-
protehfulle, but she was humming
softly. They glared at their father
angrily, but he was smoking his pipe
again and reading his aewmpaperd—
allaillokograla
E. H. PURI EAR, ,
, Attorney d,t-Law
ROoms 5 and 6 Reigiiter 1Bailding..,








Will practice in all courts of Ken—
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed.
FLOURN Y & REED
LAWYERS .
Rooms to, it and 12, Columbia Bldg..
PADUCAH, KY.






OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR-
LAWYER S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bards
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building,
New Phone tr4. Old Phone 484





Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build'
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the-
state. Roth phones 31.
ti. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office asi-
DR. R. F. 111ARNt
BROOM-LILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO, 444
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET.
Botb‘Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. m., t to
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.





Office over Globe Bank, and True!.
Co., 306 Broadway.
C.. MANNING SEARS, M. 0,
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Hturreopathiste






Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3a.
PAMICAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificate 
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min.

















Lithia, Hunyadi, Red Raven, Blue
Lick, Deerfield, White Rock, Deep
Rock, Pluto, West Baden and Daw-
son.






WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good- character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
'apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
' 
FOR RENT--Summer hotel wele
-locatefa;f medicinal. Springs. Addres-
H. Long, Hinson Springs, Tenn.
•1 
TABLE BOARD—In private
family.' No. 626 Kentucky ave. Cen-
trally 44.0dtedt. Limited number.
Phone 4 ow&
HOM'E FOR RENT-6 room's
furnished, corner 21st and Broad-
way. Rent for one year $25 per
tnaonth. Inquire 2035 Broadway.
LOST—Diainonel stud. Return to
Nagel & Meyer. Reward.
Lost—Knight Templar charm
studded with rubies. Return to Reg-
ister and receive reward.
WANTED:—Lady or gentleman of
lair education to travel for firm of
$250,000.00 capital. Salary, $1,072.00
per year and expenses. -Salary paid
weekly and expenses advanced; ref-
erences required. Address, with
stamp, J. A. Alexander, Paducah, Ky.
st.
llocket for '1o/b. Two pictures of
ladies inside locket. Initials C. C.
N. on crossbar. Call at The Regis--
1Kr and pay reward.
FOR SALE—A combination horse
Rood fiirna, sollndi and gentle. I
don't need him do you? Phone
iciat-A.
• ----•
LOST—Gold watch chain. Initial
R. B. P. on crossbar. Solid gold fob. Mriss Mkibel Norman of Mayfield Ship Caulkers.





THE THOS. C. LEECH IMPROVEMENT CO. will build you a home
monthly payments no more than rent. Call and have a talk with
• Phone 1674 or 119. ener. anager.T. C. LEECH G




The steamer Clyde got out for the
Tennessee river yesterday. She re-
plains up that way until next. Mon-
day night.
The steamer Kentucky will arrive
here late tonight from the Tennes-
see river and lay until 5 o'clock Satur-
day afternoon before departing on
her return.
The Dick Fowler gets away for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight.
The Joe Fowler went to Bvansville
yesterday and comes back again to-
morrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins will
come in from Evansville and return
immediately to that city.
The Buttorff got in yesterday from
Clarksville and left immediately fur
Nashville,
The Georgia Lee passes here today
en route to Cincinnati form Mem-
phis.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati yes-
terday '4ncl• gets here Sunday on her
way to Memphis.
The City of Saltillo passes out of
the Tennessee .river late tonight
bound for St.
The City of, Savannah left St. Lou-
i.; yesterday and gets here late to-
night en route to the Tennessee
river.
Capt. Austin Owen, who has been
piloting the steamer Clyde for sev-
eral weeks past, stepped off yester-
day to prepare lp resume his place as
pilot of the ferryboat Bettie Owen,
which will start out again about
Saturday, after laying up several
weeks for repairs. Capt. John Watts
has returned from California
'and took Capt OwAns' place
on the Clyde, leaving last night
on his initial trip. He hat been :with
the boat for a long what,' hefore
going West.
She had Hendrick, Stiller & Mar- i
bit bring suit for her against the
city and they got $4,000 judgment.
which is now confirmed in the Appel-
late court.
She based her litigation on' the
ground that the city should have
kept fenced in the "biind end" of
Eleventh street, and thereby prevent
I people from driving off the hill.
FOUND--Gold watch chain, with
Ws Up to You.
The Dqtroft, My:6 offers the fol-
lowing interesting' problem.
A 'nail stepped trp.̀ to a ticket win-
dow aild asked 'the railtuad fare to
another city..
"It's $3,"'he was told.
"Well," said the man, "I've only a
$a bill. I'll go out and raise $1
more."'
So he went to a pawnshop and
.pawned the $2 bill for $1.50, which
the pawnbroker quite readily gave
fi'm. Then he Stepped out and sold
the pawn ticket for $1.5o to a
'atrat*Viliom he met in the street.
These At A etansaCtilons gave him $3,
with whIch he purchased the ticket
and went on his way reioicing, hav-
ing made $t out of nothing. But who
lost the $7
• • •





GANCE of style, we can
supply your de mond.
Our line is the largest in









R. W. W ILKER & CO.,





'Captain ,W:19wright and wife uf
Round Knob, Ill., have gone to Bos-
ton, after visiting their niece, MTS.
E111,11112 MOM:, .ton of West Jefferson
9itreet.
Mrs. Wolford Rogers has gone to
Louisville and' entered Sr. Mary's in-
firmary for tr,attnent.
'Mrs. Henry W. McCoy of Golcon-
da, Ill., is visiting Mrs. Frank Boyd.
Miss Henox of New Albany, Ind.,
has returned home ofter visiting Mars.
David Wright.
'Engineer J. C. Beeler has gone to
Cedar Rapids, Iowa to attend the
bedside of his sick father.
Mk. Claude Baker of Greenville.
Ky., has returned home after visiting
his brother, Detective Wm. Baker.
Mr. George C. Crumbaugh, Sr., has
glane to St. Lo•-•; to visit his son,
Mr. George Cr. '•• •igh, Jr.
Mr. 011ie P. I _. .1 returned yester-
day morning from St. Louis.
brother, Mr. Lem B. Ogilvie, yeSter-
day went to Dawson for a ten days'
'413insggistia, Fifth and Irway.
Bodo Phones t7g.
sojourn.
Mr. Earl is visiting his
mother in Columbus, Ind.
'Mr. Edgar Warren has taken a
raveling position with the True-Tagg
p a' nit company.
Commodore Given Fowler goes to
New York next Sunday, to be ab-
sent several weeks.
Mrs D Hunter and son of
Goichester, III.. are visiting Miss
Ella Householder.
Mrs. Bell Ragan has gone to visit
in Hopkinsville.
Mk. Charles Kiger and wife went
to Clarksville, Tenn., yesterday.
Miss Clara St. iJohe goes to Louis-
ville next week to visit.
Miss Sallie Utterback of Sikeston,
Mb.. is visiting in the city. ,
Mk-. Gilbert Presnell and wife yes-
terday went to .visit in Smithland.
!dirs. Charles C. Grassham and
children have returned from visiting
in Smithland.
Mfrandsi Belooks Smith, Je a rye ft ,
Petter and Floy Pend/ey returned
last night from Nashville, Tenn.,
where they attend Ward's seminary.
Mr. Neal WI. Dowel taas gone to
Mhrtin, Tenn., to visit.
Miss May Tucker of Memphis, is
visiting Miss Antonia Down of West
Jefferson.
Dr. Seibert Lee passed through
tJhe city yesterday en route *om
Fulton to Jackson, Tenn., to locate.
He is the son of Mr. C. C. Lee, the
wallpaper man.
Mrs. Fred Mooney and child arc
borne Irons visiting in Benton.
Miss Laura Jobe land Emmett
Nance of Jackson. Tenn., arrive to-
morrow to speed the day with Miss
Lillie Mae Winstead.
Norto(
as J.Carro 1 of this city, went to'th • h 11Metropolis and married Tuesday. I By Order of Secretary.MT. Gecirge Cabell, the printer and
pressman, went to Meridian, Miss.,'
FOR RENTthis morning to take charge of the
pkessroorn for the Daily Dispatch,l Buildings. Nos. 206 and 208 Broad-
that will be started &ere June isth.1 way. Will improve to order for
by George S. Beard, the newspaper satisfactory tennant. Apply to J. P.
man formerly of this city. SLEETH, Executor.
Miss Payne Ware of the county,
and Night Clerk Bert 'Jones of the JUDGMENT CONFIRMED.
Now Richmond hotel, have returned
from Metropolis where they were Lady Dressmaker Gets $4.000 Be-
married Tuesday. I cause City Did Not Protect
Or. Horace Rivers is in Louisville
on business. "Blind End" of Public Street.
BAD SPELLING FATAL
TO SENATOR MITCHELL
An interesting bit of legal astute-
ness is goren in 'he Saturday Even-
ing Post. In connection with the in-
dictment of the late Senator Mitchell
accused with others of complicity in
land frauds in Oregon, Frank J
Heney, the prosecuting attorney,
made ‘ use of a typewriter to secure
important evidence.
Part of Mitchell's defense was that
he had made a written agreement
with his law partners, long prior to
the date of the acts charged against
him, which stated that, owing to his
position as senator, he would in no
way participate in either the work or
the profit accruing from the land
cases on which the indictment was
finally based. The contention of the
prosecution was that this agreement
had been antedated and that it was
really a subterfuge to let Mitchell
01.1t.
Heney examined the agreement.
I which was typewritten. If the datewas correct it would go a long way
toward relieving Mitchell from the
1 charges against his Heney looked
at the paper carefully. He found
that the words "legitimate," "salary"
and "constituent" were misspelled.
The copyist, or original typewriter,
1-ad spelled them "ligitimate," "sal-
cry" and "constituant."
Mitchell's contention, of course,
was that the paper had been drawn
before he went to Washington
•Heney knew better. He called beforeI
, the grand jury a man associated wit!
; Mitchell in Washington, who had
, been, w•th him only since he went
I to Washington. This man was a
typewriter. Heney took him before
the grand jury and dietated to him
for ts minutes, using the words
"legitimate," "salary" and "consti-
tuent" half a dozen times. When
the typewriter sheets were shown- to
the grand jury it was found that the
words had been spelled "ligitimate."
"salery" and "constituant" every
time the typewriter had written them.
Henry showed this to the type-
writer, who confessed to his part in
the work, and the indictment fol-
lowed. The palms- had been written
in Washington and forwarded to
Oregon after thT charges again?.
Mitchell had come to a head.
FIRE ENGINE HARNESS. Telegraphic dispatches yesterday
from Frankfort stated the appellate
Behicopf is .Given Contract—Two court had affirmed the Paducah cirla
• Small Waxes on South Side. CU t court judgment of $4,000, given
Miss Cornelio Johnson in her suit
The fire consmissioners yesterday against the city o I Paducah for in -
awarded to tire Rehleopf concern the juries.
contract for making the fine set ofl The plaintiff is the well known
double hat-Pegs for the steam fire dressmaker of Jefferson near Twelfth
/engine of the South Side branch' street and several years ago was out
department on Fourth and Elizabeth', driving with Mr. E Fels and family
streets. The Rehicopf bid' of $63 was one evening. The party was coming
the lowest of any put in by! the har-,from Jackson street towards Broad-
ness dealers of this city. The corn- l waay, and drove down Eleventh
nrissioners are now preparing to buY,street, thinking it ran all the way
two new horses for use to the en-, through from Jackson to Broadway.
gine. lit ends on top of a steep hill about
At the next meeting of the general 200 feet North of Jackson, and in thecouncil an ordinance will be adopted dark the party drove off the side ofempowering the commissioners to tits declivity. Thc rig  was over.
turned and Miss Johnson thrown out
a manner her limb was
eesi OT 'tTItcii
in such
'Fire started from a defective flue broken.
at the Mineral well hotel, tor8 Souithi
Fourth street, at R o'clock yesterday'
morning, and burned a hole in the
roof before !extinguished by the de-
Ipaartmientst
Fire burned an outhouse and some
fence behind the McM•ipus home at
1/13 South Sixth street yertsnerday
morning.
Great Works.
Great- works are going on in the
world, and they do not dwindle on
better acquaintance.. The work of re-
lieving and rebuilding San Francisco
is enormous. At this writing, 250,000
people a day are being fed there by
the 'relief agencies, and the fire was
a month ago! The ,canal job is big,
big, big The great work of read-
jelning government to Russia is by
far the biggest of all—an appalling
labor. But the railroad-rates bill
seems to be settled, and the free-alco-
hol bill is likely to pass.—Life.
A Dog Tale.
An up-to-date dog is one that ans-
wers the telephone. The senior part-
rer of an influential London firm naa
taught his dog not only to guard the
office during his absence, but also to
report "All's well" daring the time
the premises are closed at week ends.
One of the old fashioned telephones,
which does not require that the re-
ceiver should be taken off its holder,
is fixed up in the office, and under
this the dog stands. His master
rings up the office and awl/ calls
until the attention of the dog is
aroused, when the canine caretaker
barks loudly to show that all is well
w'th him and with -the office.-'Ex.
The late Ptinf. Langsley's family
has-ps•issatad-
tution 1.ith the medals and decora-
tions presented to him from various
parts of the world.
on
MAUR, [FINGER & co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTI-1 THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KV.
All Rinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS flS WHITENESS; does not be-
tans dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works. •
scits AGENT, itiog TRrMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
•1
.1•111M1•11.
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
1 5 Horse Power Motor.
s% Horse Power Motor.
$ Horse Power Motor.




121-123 North Fourth Street
Mims
Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for use
It is a pleasure
It will not get sick or die
It will save you car fare
It will take you home to lunch
It will save you a doctor bill
EXPERT REPAIRING.
The "Tribune," "Rambler," 'Mon-
arch," "Imperial* and "Colonial" Bi-
cycles are the best that can be pro-
duced 1115 U.
See our stock of Second Hand
bicycles.
Cheapest house in tows for Tires, Bells, Pumps, Saddle/, etr-rrientber the place.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
is6 and tall North Fifth it/sm. Net to Kentucky Theatre.
-nomminimmosi
•''s/
Subscribe For The Register
You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c,1Nutill2c. 3o;t141relephones 254.
Foot of liknoi,
OHIO
Street. Y11)31, Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated.
